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Front cover photograph:
Professor Barry Gibbs delivers the RWB Stephens Medal lecture at Acoustics 2015
The Institute of Acoustics is the UK’s
professional body for those working in
acoustics, noise and vibration. It was
formed in 1974 from the amalgamation
of the Acoustics Group of the Institute
of Physics and the British Acoustical
Society. The Institute of Acoustics is
a nominated body of the Engineering Council, offering registration at Chartered and
Incorporated Engineer levels.
The Institute has over 3000 members working in a diverse range of research,
educational, governmental and industrial organisations. This multidisciplinary culture
provides a productive environment for cross-fertilisation of ideas and initiatives. The range
of interests of members within the world of acoustics is equally wide, embracing such
aspects as aerodynamics, architectural acoustics, building acoustics, electroacoustics,
engineering dynamics, noise and vibration, hearing, speech, physical acoustics,
underwater acoustics, together with a variety of environmental aspects. The Institute is a
Registered Charity no. 267026.
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St Albans

Dear Members
I hope you have all had a great festive
break, with plenty of time to spend
with your families and loved ones.
As 2016 commences, I wish you all a
happy and prosperous new year.
Reflecting on 2015, it has been an
inspirational year during which I
visited a number of our conferences.
The last one, Auditorium Acoustics
in Paris, specifically endorses the
prestige of our medals and the brand
of the Institute of Acoustics. I was
honoured to present our premier
award, the Rayleigh Medal, to
Sir Harold Marshall for his many
contributions to acoustics over a long
period and he now joins an illustrious
list of recipients. Sir Harold travelled
from from his home in New Zealand to
France to attend and was extremely
pleased to have in attendance Dr
James Kember, the New Zealand
Ambassador to France, to see him
receive the award. Dr Kember was
equally delighted to see a countryman
be honoured in this way and wanted
to ensure that it was publicised in
their country.
The Institute continues to ensure
that key standards and developments
are highlighted to our members and
this issue features a summary (see
page 27) of the new acoustic design
guide of schools which has been
jointly published by the Institute of
Acoustics and the Association of Noise
Consultants. The 110-page document,
entitled Acoustics of schools: a design
guide, is designed to accompany
the revised performance standards
for the acoustic design of schools
published by the Department for
Education in December 2014, and is
a revision of the guidance previously
published in 2003 as Sections 2 to 7 of
Building Bulletin 93: Acoustic Design
of Schools.
The Institute has been asked
to provide input into a discussion
over the future role of professional
engineering institutes in the 21st
century. In general, memberships
of these institutes are declining,
especially among younger engineers.
Concern specifically is indicated over
their relevance to younger engineers
and the “bulge” of members near
retirement. The IOA fortunately does
not have the same declining numbers
as others and does not have an age
demographic problem. However, we

still need to continue to be vigilant so
that we ensure what we offer remains
relevant to our members.
I have been pleased this year
to write to a number of stalwart
members who, after many years
of service to the Institute, have
retired. These members have given,
as many others of you have done,
unstinting support to the Institute,
providing a great foundation and an
excellent example to new and younger
members, who, I am delighted to see,
are becoming actively involved in our
affairs. My gratitude and that of the
Institute to this band of individuals,
who are critical to the success of
our organisation, is most deserved
and they are an inspiration to us
all. Thank you to all our volunteers
and I look forward to your continued
support in 2016.

William Egan, President
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Sold-out signs go up at
Acoustics 2015 in Harrogate
Full conference round-up

A

coustics 2015 proved to be a resounding success with the
sold-out signs going up outside the Harrogate International
Centre well before the start of event.
One hundred and eighty delegates registered for the conference
which, in adopting the popular multi-session formula, featured
building acoustics, cross-laminated timber, environmental noise,
musical and physical acoustics, speech and hearing and wind farm
noise, as well as a young members’ session and posters.
Delegates were welcomed by IOA President William Egan who
then introduced Professor Barry Gibbs who began the proceedings
with the RWB Stephens Medal lecture, on Structure-borne noise:
research informing practice, practice informing research.

Building acoustics

By Roger Kelly
The first two papers were given by the joint winners of the Peter
Lord Award, which is for a building project or product that
showcases outstanding and innovative acoustic design. Ian
Knowles’ (Arup) winning submission was about a fully flexible
concert hall/ theatre in Bodo in northern Norway. Serafino di
Rosaria’s (Buro Happold) was about an orchestra shell design
for outdoor concerts in Italy that has evolved over the past five
years. Both were engaging, interesting presentations and worthy
winners of the prize. A common conclusion from both talks was
that objective support in the orchestra was helped by more bass
absorption in the stage area.
Jack Harvie-Clark of Apex Acoustics then raised the hot topic
of the day which was the deficiency of the standards to protect
against poor, low-frequency performance in lightweight timber
structures. The Physical Acoustics Group had been focusing on
cross-laminated timber (CLT) and during the day there were
several papers on the problems of these lightweight structures. We
took some time later in the day to discuss how the members of the
Institute, as a professional body, need to act to get standards that
will protect against the current low frequency problems. We also
discussed how we might open a dialogue with the timber frame
industry to get them to stiffen structures so that the low frequency
issue is better mitigated.
Nicky Shiers presented a paper on noise levels in hospitals
where it was frustrating to find that most disturbing noises could
be easily reduced just by common sense. Things like clip files being
open and shut at 3am as nurses catch up with admin, phones
ringing, banging doors and hospital equipment alarms could all be
massively reduced with just some simple changes.
After lunch Paul Malpas of Engineered Acoustic Designs
explained the benefits of the different acoustic enhancement
systems which can be used to create variable acoustics without
mechanical means. These systems are very common in other parts

Event organiser Linda Canty
welcomes delegates
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of the world but seem less common in the UK. Surely this will not
be the case in 20 years with systems becoming more and more
sophisticated and cost effective?
The last session began with Raf Orlowski of Ramboll talking
about the Krakow Congress Centre which was built on a small
budget of €80,000,000 or 10 time less than a new development
in Hamburg. No detailed acoustic consultancy had been given
during the central phase of the project and Raf was brought in to
make sure that on site the original design intent had been met.
The project demonstrated that good results could be achieved on a
small budget.
The final paper was given by Jian Kang from Sheffield University
who presented his 2014 Peter Lord Award winning submission
of acoustic window systems for natural ventilation using transparent micro-porous membranes as absorbers in between two
panes of glass. The technology had been installed successfully in
residential buildings in Hong Kong a couple of years ago and is still
working well.
The model of multi-venue conferences has yet again proved to
be a success – sadly there was no conference dinner to allow us to
meet in a more social environment. Maybe next year?

Cross-laminated timber

By James Healey
The session began with a presentation from Tristian Wallwork, a
structural engineer with considerable experience in CLT buildings,
providing an overview of the advantages and disadvantages in
constructing a building out of CLT, from the perspective of a structural engineer. We were shown building examples of increasing
size, starting with schools and more recently examples of large
scale residential and commercial buildings. The construction of
the material was covered, with typical panels comprising 2.4m
width, 13.5m length and 50 to 300mm thick. A panel is formed
from layers of spruce bonded using glue; with different manufacturers producing panels comprising different number of layers
and thicknesses. Different types of panelised structures were
introduced, with drawings showing the typical detailing of various
wall / floor junctions and various fixing methods explained. The
advantages in terms of carbon footprint (low in the overall building
cycle) and construction programme (18-20 weeks saving on
one project). Various acoustic details were presented from past
projects, with particular attention given to flanking treatments. The
presentation provided a very good introduction to the construction
techniques employed using CLT and a fluid question and answer
session followed.
The second presentation was delivered by Andrew Parkin of
Cundall, who presented a pool of data from various consultancies
on the in-situ sound insulation performance of CLT walls and

William Egan

Institute
floors. The first partition, comprising 2 x 12.5mm dense plasterboard on 60mm studs with insulation either side of a 108mm deep
CLT panel resulted in a measured site performance of 61(-13)dB
DnT,w + Ctr. The second partition, comprising 2 x 12.5mm dense
plasterboard on 60mm studs with insulation on one side and 2 x
12.5mm dense plasterboard on a 20mm stud on the other side of
a 98mm CLT panel resulted in a measured site performance of
43(-4)dB DnT,w + Ctr for one and 45(-2)dB DnT,w + Ctr for another. It
was suggested that this drop of 9 to 13dB was a consequence of
removal of the insulation within one cavity. Comparisons were
made to similar depth walls comprising metal studs without a
timber core, where the performance was similar, indicating no real
benefit or loss from incorporating the timber core. Similar comparisons were made between CLT floors and timber joist floors, except
a 102mm deep CLT panel performed equivalent to a 250mm
deep timber joist floor (57dB DnT,w from a 102mm CLT panel with
platform timber raft floor above and a suspended plasterboard
ceiling beneath).
Claire Churchill of EMPA, Switzerland presented initial findings
from a joint study between EMPA and University of Liverpool
(Carl Hopkins) on the prediction of the dynamic properties of
a CLT plate. The study is investigating the eigenmodes of a CLT
plate using a scanning laser vibrometer. Knowledge of the elastic
constants of CLT plates is necessary in order to provide detailed
input data for sound insulation models. A CLT panel was positioned in a Swiss laboratory and a laser vibrometer was used to
scan the orthogonal velocity. The results were compared with an
FEM model, which was optimised to match the measurements.
The bending wavespeed was also directly measured and these
results were compared to the calculations. The predictions showed
close agreement with the lowest measured eigenfrequencies. The
question and answer session featured a discussion on the differing
plate thicknesses and the effect that would have.
The final presentation was by Klas Hagberg of WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff presented recent research by WSP Acoustics and SP

Affairs

wood as part of the Silent Build project. Klas started by discussing
the reported low-frequency problems with timber buildings
and that considering the frequency range 20 to 50Hz one-third
octave bands may improve the correlation between reported
complaints within lightweight buildings and the sound insulation
performance. The Silent Build project aims to develop a calculation model for wooden structures covering the “full” frequency
range, in order to better correlate performance standards to
occupant responses. The model is to take into account both FEM
and SEA to cover the frequency range 20Hz to 5kHz. The results
are expected by April 2017 and it is expected that the project will
shape the standards for lightweight buildings in the future. There
were several questions from the audience, including whether the
software will be publicly available, for which it was confirmed
it would.

Environmental noise

By Stephen Turner and David Waddington
The environmental noise session was well attended throughout,
perhaps reflecting the current balance in consultancy work. The
first paper of the morning session (chaired by David Waddington)
reflected the practical bias of the session and concerned the
impact of meteorological conditions on noise propagation from
big industrial plants. Although the work was based on a PhD
performed before the author, Francesca Remigi, started work for
AECOM, the emphasis was on a case study of the large industrial
site at Porto Marghera, Italy. The key message of the presentation
concerned the data required for propagation prediction: understand the required software inputs and which data you can realistically get access.
Ian Holmes of Highways England presented the second paper
which was about the update to the highway noise assessment
methodology due for publication in March 2016. A lively discussion followed addressing not only the updated methodology but
P8
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more widely Webtag, noise mapping and the DMRB. After the
coffee break, Mark Dowie presented a methodology to mitigate
the effect of weather on environmental noise measurements. The
paper compared BS 4142 with the Danish standard. Discussions
addressed the need for consultants to be creative to satisfy
client’s requirements. In the final paper before lunch, Harry Jones
presented a novel strategy employing LA20(1 min) for use in the
investigation of night-time rail-noise events. Discussions highlighted that the technique is of most value when assessing freight
rather than passenger train pass-bys.
The afternoon session (chaired by Stephen Turner) began with
a paper from Weigang Wei of Apex Acoustics who reported on
a study he had undertaken trying to answer the question: how
many reflections should I use when predicting sound levels
behind buildings. The study considered what occurred at 500 Hz
and concluded that where vertical diffraction dominated, a small
number of reflections was sufficient, but for horizontal reflections
at least four reflections should be used.
The next paper concerned the role of noise insulation schemes
in airport noise management. It was presented by Luca Dellatore
of Anderson Acoustics. He reported on work that had combined
both the objective measurement of the sound level change arising
from the application of noise insulation with associated subjective
community response. One feature of the study was that a building
envelope sound insulation study was carried out at each prospective eligible property. There was a range of offering from100%
financing to 25% financing depending on the current noise impact.
Probably not surprisingly, the take up was noticeably greater where
100% financing was available. The overall conclusion was that
noise insulation schemes do work. However, of equal importance,
were various non-acoustic factors such as communication, trust
and empathy in affecting the residents’ attitude to the noise caused
by airport operations.
Victor Krylov of Loughborough University presented a paper
about a theoretical study into the generation of ground vibrations
by vehicles crossing flexible speed bumps comparing the results
with rigid bumps. The advantage of the flexible humps is that they
can be installed and removed relatively easily and are much more
versatile than rigid bumps. In general there was little difference in
the results which Viktor suggested was due to the inherent stiffness
of the tyres dominating the motion that occurred and hence the
vibration generated.
Toby Lewis of WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff finished the session by
presenting a fascinating paper on planning conditions for noise.
He looked at current noise and planning policy and concluded
that Government now expects a greater tolerance of existing and
proposed commercial noise sources as well as having a more
cautious approach to permitting new noise sensitive development
near to such premises. Toby noted that there can be a mismatch
between former local plan policies and the national guidance
in the National Planning Policy Framework, but that the latter
now took precedence. He then looked at the wording of planning
conditions and how the six tests of a planning condition might be
regarded in the context of SOAEL and LOAEL thresholds. He highlighted the many pitfalls awaiting the planning and environmental

A session gets under way
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health officers as they try to use conditions to manage the noise
impact. He admitted that what he reported was largely based on
anecdotal evidence and opinion. But for those who heard it, his
observations had a very familiar ring.

Musical acoustics and speech and hearing

By Gordon Hunter
The joint session attracted four papers on quite a diverse range of
topics which represented a good proportion of the areas covered
by the general field of musical speech and hearing acoustics,
and thus provided a good overview of the variety of interests of
members of those groups.
Patrick Gaydecki (University of Manchester) gave a fascinating talk on the “V Sound” system – a DSP package designed
to enable an inexpensive electric violin to have the sound of any
wooden-bodied violin, even a “classic” instrument such as a
Stradivarius. He gave a detailed account of both the theory behind
V Sound and its implementation, including how the impulse
responses of wooden violins (including an 18th century Guarneri
del Gesù instrument) have been measured and replicated in DSP.
He described a preliminary evaluation of the results of using V
Sound to modify and enhance the acoustic output of electric
violins, but noted that the sound radiation pattern emanating from
a wooden bodied instrument is spatially dependent, and that more
detailed perceptual tests would be required.
Andrew Morgan (Total Therapy and MWH Global) presented
a paper on the voice as a tool for healing – the role of the voice in
holistic approaches to therapy. He discussed the idea of “dis-ease”,
and the concepts of natural resonances of the human body and
its constituent parts, and noted that acoustic (and other) oscillations, both within and outside the audible range could be used for
therapeutic effect.
David Carugo (Oxford Brookes University) described his
development of a three dimensional microphone array system for
making acoustic measurements relating to musical instruments
being played “under performance conditions” in his paper Play
that funky music. He noted that the majority of acoustic measurements on musical instruments were made under laboratory
conditions, often with the instruments being fixed in place using
clamps, and possibly being “played” using artificial stimuli. Thus,
such measurements were usually under very different conditions
from those occurring during performances. His system allows
measurements to be made under semi-controlled conditions, with
the instrument being played in a normal manner, but not under
the highly variable situations – dependent on venue, the audience
and the noise they make – present during a real performance.
His system arranged 120 measuring points symmetrically around
a framework based on a hemisphere of adjustable radius. The
best previous systems allowed just 24 measurement points! He
reported some initial results relating to a steel string guitar, playing
a 110 Hz “A”, measured at several points 1 metre from the source,
and discussed planned future developments to the system.
Gordon Hunter (Kingston University) presented some initial
findings from a project in collaboration with JPY on applying
automatic speech recognition technology in an office
P10
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environment, to assist phone call classification through keyword
identification. The aim of this work was to allow integrated classification of recordings of telephone calls and text documents, by
topic or theme, to allow comprehensive searching of both types
of messages/documents. If successful, such approaches should
be of great benefit to small to medium sized businesses who
often have several employees working on a given project or with
a particular client, but would also have several such projects and
possibly many clients simultaneously. JPY hope to integrate the
speech recognition-based approach into their Threads system for
archiving and organising textual messages such as e-mails and
recordings of ‘phone calls.

Physical acoustics

By Haydar Aygün
Four papers were presented in the physical acoustics session,
which was chaired by Haydar Aygün (Southampton Solent
University). The papers covered interesting topics.
The first speaker was Daniel Elford (Sonobex) whose presentation was about acoustic metamaterials for low frequency industrial applications. Optimised noise abatement can be obtained
by tuning the periodic structures and resonant dampers to the
specific frequency ranges of power transformer noise sources. This
enables greater levels of noise reduction than are achieved through
the use of more common abatement processes such as those based
upon mass law or porous absorbers.
The second presentation was given by Logan Schwan (University
of Salford) who talked about the homogenization of a metasurface
with long-scale graded properties. The homogenization model
presented provides a rigorous theoretical and analytical framework
whereby the local resonant structures are considered in their
actual environment. The model is valid for uniform (non graded)
metasurfaces, and for any incident wave-field that satisfies the
scale separation.
Anton Krynkin (University of Sheffield) gave a presentation
about the use of Kirchhoff integral method and inverse technique
to recover the profile of randomly rough surfaces. The retrieved
roughness profiles can be used to find key statistical and spectral
characteristics of the water surface. But Kirchhoff approximation
requires further improvements to increase accuracy for sub-centimetre and sub-millimetres scales that will involve the use of
multiple-scales approximation techniques.
Finally Haydar Aygün gave a talk about the investigation of
structural borne acoustic wave propagation through bone and its
use for detecting porosity of bone. Percussion technique was used
to generate structural borne sound waves propagating through
bones, and the responses were detected by using accelerometer.
Measurements were carried out on perforated and non-perforated
composite bones made from a mixture of glass fibres and epoxy
resin, and on real bone. The variations in sound propagation
through bones can be detected by using this techniques which
might be used for diagnosing the osteoporosis. But further work
needs to be done in detail on more bones (healthy and unhealthy
male and female tibias).

Charles Greene (centre) welcome
delegates to the NTi stand
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Wind turbine noise

By Richard Perkins
The first session began with a presentation by Richard Perkins of
WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff on the IOA guidance on the subject.
Following a quick introduction of the UK background into noise
policy on this subject, Richard covered the previous guidance
already published by the Noise Working Group (NWG) formed for
this purpose following a request from the Government. This took
the form of a Good Practice Guide or GPG: since its publication in
2013, this guidance had seen a lot of use across the UK, and Richard
expressed his hope that this would have positive effects in terms
of increased consistency and quality of assessments and a more
level playing field. A similar process was undertaken for several
Supplementary Guidance Notes (SGNs) which were published
subsequently, but Richard explained that SGN6, on propagation
over water, was due to be withdrawn following concerns on its interpretation. Finally he recalled the disappointment of the NWG that
it had not been possible to provide more guidance on the subject of
Amplitude Modulation (AM) in the GPG at the time. But this subject
has since been tackled by the formation of a specific working group
on the subject and the subsequent commissioning of research by
the Government (both covered in talks later that day).
Indeed, the next talk was presented by Gavin Irvine who chairs
the AM Working Group and presented an update on its work. He
first summarised briefly the history of this subject, from past observations of AM in Europe and the UK approximately 10 years ago.
In particular, Gavin noted that the authors of a 2006 report for the
UK Government, seeking to investigate claims of “low frequency
noise”, had instead identified AM and expressed the need for
accepted methodologies for its assessment! This was the subject
that the working group had to tackle, and Gavin set out the tasks
and approach of the group in this respect. Following a consultation in which three different methods had been proposed, each
with different pros and cons, the consultation responses had been
considered. Gavin outlined a different type of “hybrid” method
which the group was now considering to take into account the
responses received.
Questions were raised regarding the usefulness of complex
analytical method to rate modulation, as opposed to a simple
listening exercise: Gavin explained that the group was not
preventing practitioners from doing listening out or doing simpler
analysis, which has its place, but still felt an objective rating method
was useful. It was pointed out that the methods were not much
more complex than the tonality method in ETSU-R-97 for example.
Others expressed concern at the consultation process involved with
the GPG, which is discussed in Richard’s paper. Another member
expressed concern that the working group’s methods under-evaluated AM for some data, and the AMWG encouraged sharing such
data and results with the group so they could consider it.
The next speaker was Tom Levet from the Hayes McKenzie
Partnership who talked through some case studies using the
three metrics proposed in the IOA AM discussion document.
He discussed how to undertake the analysis of noise measurements undertaken at a residential receptor location near a wind
P12
turbine site, and explained that it required consideration of
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Soundsorba’s highly skilled and experienced
acoustic engineers will be pleased to help
with any application of our acoustic products
for your project.
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the modulation frequency spectra, the acoustic spectrogram,
and listening to audio recordings. Tom went on to examine the
statistical measures resulting from three methods, and concluded
that methods two and three generally react to the worst periods of
modulation present in a noise survey.
The morning session concluded with a talk from Matthew Cand
from Hoare Lea Acoustics. Matthew reported on a multidisciplinary
research project which comprised theoretical and experimental
investigations. After identifying the potential causal mechanisms
for different types of modulation, a mechanism for atypical or
“other” modulation was proposed: the occurrence of stall on
the blade only during part of the rotation. He explained that the
resulting predicted directional features were found to be consistent
with evidence from field measurements, and how objective
methods to quantify levels of modulation were also developed. He
then showed how subsequent work undertaken to modify the operational wind turbines resulted in a clear reduction of the far-field
AM. Matthew concluded that the work provided further confirmation of the source mechanism identified as well as pointing towards
the development of practical mitigation measures.
The post-lunch session started with a brief announcement from
Dick Bowdler regarding the Wind Turbine Noise 2017 conference,
which will likely be held somewhere in western Europe.
The session continued with an informative presentation from
Richard Perkins of WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff. Richard introduced research, funded by the Department of Energy and Climate
Change, which will aim to provide the vital link between a metric
for measuring amplitude modulation and an appropriate dose
response for impact assessment on neighbours of wind farms. An
extensive literature review will form a major part of the work, and
attention was drawn to the potential need to draw on research
from other sectors of acoustics to address issues such as intermittency, for which very little research has been undertaken specifically for wind turbine amplitude modulation.
Cameron Sutherland of Green Cat Renewables ended the
session by presenting results and findings from experience
measuring compliance with the ETSU-R-97 simplified noise limit.
Cameron highlighted the sensitivity of results when measuring
levels close to the background noise level and presented
a pragmatic method for making appropriate corrections.
Investigations into the effect of wind shear and measurement
distance were also presented, and suggestions were made on the
need to consider uncertainty in reported results.
The final session focussed on alternatives. Richard Cox from
an alternative noise working group on amplitude modulation
presented some of the group’s work. Andrew Bullmore then closed
out the day by asking the question “What the guidance document
ETSU-R-97 would look like if it was written today?” Both provided
thought-provoking discussion.
The focus of Richard’s paper centred on complaints about
ETSU-R-97 in general and its role in the planning process which
his group believes has overridden other concerns about wind
turbine noise. The experience of the Cotton Farm noise monitoring project was presented as an example and some examples of
clear amplitude modulation were presented.
Andrew Bullmore from Hoare Lea Acoustics presented the final

Mark Dowie (centre)
discusses a point
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paper. When ETSU-R-97 was published in 1996, the document
included a statement that it should be reviewed in two years’
time. No review has been undertaken, even though turbines have
changed considerably during that time and more is known about
the effect of wind shear and amplitude modulation. Most of the
arguments that occur relate to the background noise measurement. The paper presented other ideas for setting limits, including
the use of fixed limits and alternatives for compliance testing based
on a standardised prediction method.
As was the case throughout the day, the session was well
attended and a number of questions were asked regarding details
within the presentations.

Young Members

By Chris Turner
This session provided an opportunity for students and young
members to present a paper at the conference without limitation
on subject matter or complexity.
The first paper, entitled Passenger noise exposure on London
Underground, was given by Mateusz Garbala from London South
Bank University. Previous studies had shown that noise levels on
the London Underground are in excess of 80dB(A) but these were
generally limited to a particular area or section of the journey (for
example, on board the train). In his study, Mateusz reviewed the
noise levels along the entire journey from entering the station at
one end to leaving the station at the other end and included noise
emissions such as the “beep” from the Oyster Card machine.
Mateusz found that the noise exposure for a two-hour journey
on the Central Line (between Leytonstone and Paddington) was
approximately 50% of the daily permitted dose under the Control
of Noise at Work Regulations 2005. Comparing the London
Underground system with other forms of transport showed that
cycling was not only the quickest mode of transport from the East
End to the City but is also the quietest.
This paper was followed by a paper from Nikhilesh Patil from
Salford University entitled Diagnostic testing of sound insulation
using an in-situ transfer path analysis method. As many members
know, measurements of airborne sound insulation in a laboratory
are made using the methodology given in ISO 10140. However,
these test results do not give any information on exactly how the
sound passes through a wall element.
This paper explored adapting a transfer path analysis method to
diagnose any weaknesses in the airborne sound insulation performance of a partition element. The results of the study were found
to be broadly comparable with the theoretical results although
there was a discrepancy at 100Hz.
However, the methodology as currently proposed would take
three or four days to analyse the performance of a separating
element in enough detail to diagnose any problems. The paper
concluded that this method could be adapted for use on site.
The final paper, from Richard Perkins of WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff, explained the processes required to obtain
Engineering Council registration through the Institute. All
members are encouraged to apply for Chartered Engineer or
Incorporated Engineer status. Any member wishing to find out
more should email acousticsengineering@ioa.org.uk

Gary Duffy (left) and Adam Fox
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Institute award winners receive their
honours at Harrogate conference

P

resentations were made to several Institute award winners
at Acoustics 2015 in Harrogate. Here are summaries of
the citations.

Professor Barry Gibbs
RWB Stephens Medal

Professor Gibbs has made outstanding contributions to both
acoustics research and education which is entirely in the spirit
of the RWB Stephens award. This is evidenced by highly-cited
research publications, sustained research funding over more
than three decades, and the impact of his research on European
and International Standards. Barry has been instrumental in
the inclusion of acoustics and noise control in architecture and
building engineering degrees and is fondly remembered by generations of PhD students for his supervision.
Barry’s main research contribution has been on structure-borne
sound. Machines generate vibration transmission paths which
contribute to the sound pressure in buildings and vehicular structures. Whilst the transmission is complicated, engineers and consultants require practical methods for noise and vibration control.
He has developed such methods and investigated the uncertainty
i.e. the loss of accuracy, resulting from simplifying measurements
and calculations. The industrial relevance of his research is seen
in recent collaborations with R&D groups in the UK and Germany
Barry Gibbs (left) with William Egan

on domestic, mechanical and heating systems, and with Boeing
Commercial Aircraft (Seattle) on services motors and pumps.
Barry was founding Editor of the journal Building Acoustics, now
into its third decade. He has authored and co-authored about 90
papers in peer-reviewed international journals and almost 200
conference papers. He has been keynote speaker at conferences in
Brazil, Hong Kong and Singapore, as well as the UK. He is a Fellow
of the IOA and of the Acoustical Society of America, and was
President of the International Institute of Acoustics and Vibration.
In education, his university career has involved the development
and delivery of programmes appropriate to the technical requirements of both engineering and architectural students. Indeed,
his appointment at Liverpool was as liaison between the then
separate departments of Building Engineering and the Liverpool
School of Architecture. Barry enjoyed the challenge of integrating
acoustics into these larger general courses and in highlighting
its relevance and excitement. During his period as Head of the
Acoustics Research Unit at Liverpool, the unit initiated short
courses for industry, including a course accredited by the Institute
of Acoustics. The ARU is presently the venue of the IOA Diploma
laboratory schools. Barry has supervised over 20 PhD students
and has been external examiner to over 40 PhD degrees in Europe,
Brazil, Australia, New Zealand and, of course, the UK.

Martin Lester

Honorary Fellowship

Martin has been a stalwart of the Institute of Acoustics for
many years.
Having studied applied physics as an undergraduate, he first
joined the IOA as a student member when he started as a PhD
student at Liverpool Polytechnic in 1985. As well as his PhD
research, Martin also attended lectures on the IOA Diploma
course tutored by John Goodchild and Roy Lawrence. At the time
Roy was heavily involved in organising IOA conferences, notably
the annual autumn conference at Windermere, and Martin was
one of the team of helpers who, among many other tasks, ferried
people to and from Oxenholme station on those dark, cold
November evenings.
Martin’s PhD was on the topic of the use of sound intensity
for measuring sound power radiation from building elements,
and was followed by a one year post-doctoral research post at
the University of Liverpool with Barry Gibbs. After seven years as
a consultant with Sound Research Laboratories Martin moved
to Northern Ireland, where he still lives, and set up his own
consultancy Lester Acoustics. For three years, from 1997 to 2000,
he worked for National Environmental Sciences in Dublin and
Belfast. Following the acquisition of NES by the RPS Group in P14
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2000, Martin re-established Lester Acoustics which is now a highly
respected acoustic consultancy in Northern Ireland.
Martin became a full member of the Institute in 1988, and was
elected as a Fellow in 2009. He has served the Institute continuously for the past 30 years, in a variety of roles. From his student
days he was active in the North West Branch, being a committee
member and honorary treasurer of the branch. Following his move
to Belfast, Martin was a founder committee member of the Irish
Branch which was set up in 1998, under the chairmanship of Gerry
McCullagh. He subsequently became the branch treasurer, acting
chairman and then chairman, a post which he continues to hold to
this day. In this role he has organised several one day meetings, as
well as the annual Gerry McCullagh memorial lecture. He has also
acted as a tutor for the distance learning mode of the IOA Diploma.
At the same time as running the Irish Branch Martin became
active in the Institute at a national level, being elected to Council in
2007 and becoming Honorary Treasurer in 2009, a post from which
he resigned in 2015, having served a full term. While Honorary
Treasurer Martin took a key role in turning around the fortunes of the
Institute during a difficult financial period; all members should be
grateful to him for the improved financial management of the IOA.
There can be few individuals who have given such long and
continuous service to the Institute. Martin’s commitment is illustrated by the fact that he has a 100% attendance record for Council
and Executive meetings, despite having to get up at dawn to catch
an early morning flight to Luton in order to attend. On the rare
occasions when an erupting volcano or poor weather conditions
have disrupted his flights he has attended via Skype.
For his many years of hard work, service and dedication,
the Institute is delighted to present an Honorary Fellowship to
Martin Lester.

Arup

Peter Lord Award joint winner

Stormen in Bodo, Norway includes five performance spaces, but
this citation is for the main auditorium, Store Sal which is a space
that is transformable from a proscenium theatre to a symphonic
concert hall. The brief for the auditorium was for acoustic excellence in both theatre and concert modes – but without the use
of an electroacoustic system, and with no storage space for an
orchestra shell on site.
The challenge was to deliver a technically equipped theatre that
is a receiving house and able to put on highly technical West End
type musical shows, with a full flytower, high wings and usual
lighting bridges, and to transform this into a room that works to
an international acoustic standard for symphonic and sinfonietta
repertoire. It also needed to look like a concert hall in symphonic
mode and a theatre in drama mode.
The approach developed by Arup to deliver this brief was unique
and delivers acoustic excellence in both modes. Hailed in the
press as “the best concert hall in the world” by conductor Christian
Lindberg, certifies that Arup triumphed in not only designing a

new vision for a transformable, technologically enabled hybrid
room, but one with exceptional acoustics.
The Arup team responsible in delivering this triumph involved
25 people over five years, with key team members being Ian
Knowles, (Project Director), Ned Crowe (Project Manager),
Richard Bunn, James Beer, George Ellerington and Ed Elbourne.

ReS

Peter Lord Award joint winner

ReS stands for Resonant String Shell, and is a temporary handbuilt, adjustable acoustic shell for small orchestras and chamber
ensembles. The shell has been developed and progressively refined
since 2011 as part of a research programme between Gridshell.it, the
acoustic department of Buro Happold Engineers and the Department
of Architecture of the University of Naples “Federico II” in Italy,
and was developed at the Villa Pennisi in Musica Summer School,
Acireale, Italy. The shell design provides a portable structure which
can be rapidly erected and dismantled by non-specialized workers
whilst maximising the acoustic performance for both audience and
musicians. Made entirely of sustainably-sourced timber, the shell is
produced with a simple manufacturing process.
The shell embodies a range of innovative ideas and design
techniques contributed by a multi-disciplinary team of experts in
architectural design, product design, computational analysis and
acoustics, with invaluable help from soloists of the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia Orchestra of Rome.
One of the primary activities in the design process was the development of a bespoke computational tool to calculate the optimal
inclination of the reflecting panels for different orchestra configurations and music programmes. The shell shape is firstly defined
in 3D architectural modelling software and the inclination of its
main fixed panels is determined by a surface-shape optimisation
method based on image source analysis to optimise the number
of reflections falling on the audience and their spatial consistency.
The best performing solutions are identified by an evolutionary
optimisation algorithm, and are then subject to a final acoustic
analysis which ultimately allows the inclinations of the front and
overhead reflectors to be set according to the number and the
position of the musicians.
P16
Measurements performed on site demonstrate that the

Ian Knowles

Martin Lester and William Egan
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Sound Masking
from aet.gb ltd

Open plan offices benefit from Sound Masking

Cellular offices achieve better speech privacy with Sound Masking

Sound Masking is a cost effective solution to the problem of improving
speech privacy in today’s modern office environment. Best installed during office fit
out but often installed as retrofit, Sound Masking from AET has improved the office
environment for many international companies throughout Europe over the last 20 years.
In today’s office speech privacy
becomes a key aim and open plan
offices can suffer from two speech
problems:
• Other people’s conversations can
be an irritating distraction
• Confidential conversations can be
almost impossible to conduct
Similar problems also exist in cellular
offices. Apart from noise breakthrough
via partitions, flanking over, under and
around them, other problem areas
include light fixtures, air conditioning
systems and services trunking. Sound
masking compensates for these
problems.

An investment in increasing privacy of
speech is certainly cost effective, with
Sound Masking one of the easiest ways
of achieving this aim. Sound Masking
systems along with acoustic panels and
acoustic door seals are increasingly
used to achieve the desired level of
privacy by a number of our major
clients including:
• Vodafone World HQ
• Procter & Gamble
• Swiss Re
• Mobil Exxon HQ
• Elizabeth Arden
• Barclays Bank
• Freshfields
• KPMG
• PWC
• BP

Sound Masking is now available with a
host of extras including:
• PA, either all call or zone by zone call
• Dual level options for audio visual
room etc
• Automatic ramping to conserve energy
and produce profiled masking
• Fault reporting
• Automated amplifier changeover

www.aet.gb.com
AET.GB. Ltd., 9 City West, Millbrook Road East, Southampton SO15 1AH
Tel: 0044 (0)8453 700 400 Fax: 0044 (0)8453 700 401 sales@aet.gb.com
Sound Masking is also known as sound conditioning or white noise systems
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optimisation process leads to a good response for the audience
and the musicians.
The innovation in the design relates to the portability of the
structure, the simplicity of construction and with the excellent
acoustic performance that improves the listening experience for
the audience and helps the musicians to provide the best possible
performance. Many favourable comments have been received
from musicians who have played under the structure, noting that
they find it very comfortable to play in ensemble.
The principal members of the ReS team are:Serafino Di Rosario,
Buro Happold Engineering; Sergio Pone, Associate Professor,
Department of Architecture, University of Naples “Federico II”;
Sofia Colabella, Architect, Contract Professor, Department of
Architecture, University of Naples “Federico II“; Bianca Parenti,
Architect, Department of Architecture, University of Naples
“Federico II“; Daniele Lancia, Architect; Davide Ercolano, student
in architecture; and Eduardo Pignatelli, Architect

Daniel Elford

Young Person’s Award joint winner

Daniel is a Member of the Institute of Physics and of the IOA and
most recently a Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Fellow.
Daniel holds a PhD in Engineering Physics from Loughborough
University with a focus in acoustics and is a co-founder and CTO of
Sonobex, a leading acoustic solutions provider.
Through years of research and testing, Daniel has developed
an innovative application of the sonic crystal effect to tackle the
environmental issue of noise pollution. Creating a product with
superior noise reduction capability to existing products is not only
a testament to his academic brilliance but also reflects his perseverance. His innovative ability is evidenced by the growing number
of granted, pending and registered patents to his name.
His ground-breaking research was recently hailed by a leading
US firm as being the first real technological development in noise
control in the past 30 years. The technology is unique and has
created significant interest from ABB, Siemens and Alstom. Daniel
has also proved himself to be entrepreneurial, commercially astute
and a clear strategic thinker.

combination of academic rigour and practical experience has
enabled him to produce world class work in acoustic measurement. His most notable achievements for the purposes of this
award revolve around his contribution to the development of the
blocked force method from an unproven concept through to a
widely used industrial method, and now to an ISO work item. Andy
conducted some novel and compelling experiments during his
PhD which were published in the Journal of Sound and Vibration
in 2009. The method has since been widely picked up by academic
researchers and by industry. Andy has worked with companies like
Boeing, Dyson and Ricardo to apply the method in various industrial contexts achieving a level of accuracy previously unknown
in the field of vibration source characterisation. Other companies
have taken up the method and a proposal to develop an international measurement standard was accepted by ISO early in 2015.
In addition to this project Andy could equally have put forward
his published patents in acoustics: ‘An air spring’, led to the
formation of the spin-out company CarbonAir and significant
venture capital and industrial investment. A second patent for an
acoustic thermometer is also pending.
Andy Elliott is an outstandingly innovative acoustic engineer and
a worthy recipient of the Institute of Acoustics award.

Kenny Joyes and Christina Higgins
ANC awards

Kenny Joyes of South Lanarkshire Council was awarded the
Association of Noise Consultants (ANC) prize for the best project
report by a student studying for the IOA Diploma for his paper
Acoustic quality within the Glasgow Barrow Land Ballroom.
Christina Higgins of Ramboll was awarded the ANC prize for
the best paper by a young speaker at an Institute meeting for her
presentation An investigation into the Helmholtz resonators of the
Queen Elizabeth Hall, London, which she presented at the 40th
Anniversary conference in Birmingham last year.

Andy Elliott

Young Person’s Award joint winner

Andy Elliott completed a degree in physics with acoustics at the
University of Salford in 2002 going on to graduate with an MSc in
combustion and energy at Leeds University in 2003. He returned to
Salford in 2004 initially to assist in an international commercially
funded research project developing tools for design of quieter
outdoor equipment under the guidance of Andy Moorhouse.
During this time he started to specialise in vibro-acoustics and
structure-borne sound which would become a main theme of his
work. In 2005 his PhD received a boost when he won a Marie Curie
fellowship to spend 12 months in the laboratory of the leading
French research group at INSA Lyon under the wing of Professor
Goran Pavic. Andy completed his PhD in 2009.
Dr Elliott has proved himself an exceptionally inventive acoustic
engineer with a solid academic background which, unusually, is
complemented by experience as a professional mechanic. The

Andy Parkin of the ANC
and Christina Higgins

Kenny Joyes and Andy Parkin
Andy Elliott, David Ballan of sponsor IAC and
Daniel Elford
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Sound sensing in
smart cities
01296 682040
www.svantek.co.uk sales@svantek.co.uk

By Ben Piper

T

he Measurement and Instrumentation and the Young
Members’ Groups hosted a one-day meeting at the
University of Salford. The focus was to explore how distributed sensing and big data approaches can be applied to environmental acoustic measurements, as part of the development of
“Smart City” infrastructure, to discuss the specific instrumentation needs of such systems and to examine how quantification of
soundscapes can make use of these technologies and techniques
to further the understanding of the human impact of soundscapes.
The meeting was attended by more than 60 delegates including
instrumentation manufacturers, consultants, academics and
university students. The day was introduced by Ben Piper, the
Measurement and Instrumentation Group’s young member
representative, who gave a short definition of what a Smart City is,
or could be.
The first session comprised two presentations on soundscapes
with a focus on what they mean and how they can be quantified.
Dan Pope, Principal Acoustic Consultant at Atkins, presented his
current soundscape research project, The future sound of cities. His
presentation included a discussion on the implications of noise
and soundscapes on health and future scenarios for the development of cities, highlighting the steady increase in worldwide
urban populations. He then went on to explore how we can assess
sounds and soundscapes and the tools available for designing
urban soundscapes, including the role of big data analytics, and he
finished with some examples of successful and positive soundscape interventions and a discussion on tranquillity. Dr Mike
Goldsmith, a freelance consultant and science writer, then gave
a presentation on a methodology for quantifying the impact of
soundscapes, highlighting the need for before and after measurements for demonstrating the value of a soundscape intervention
and an outline process for conducting such a cost-benefit analysis.
After the coffee break the focus moved on to the instrumentation
available for making measurements within a smart city project.
The first presentation was from Adam Craig, PhD candidate at
Glasgow Caledonian University, on his Think about sound project
which uses a mobile phone app to collect user generated soundscape recordings along with experience metadata and the results
of a pilot study using the app. Then Matthew Robinson from ANV
Measurement Systems presented a very detailed primer on how
to design and specify a system for making autonomous measurements covering a number of issues including how to power
the system and the relevant communications technologies that
are available. The last presentation of the session was given by
Douglas Manvell from Brüel and Kjær. His paper explored some
of the different sensor technologies available. He also highlighted
some of the risks of moving towards low cost technologies and the
importance of measurement standards for ensuring accuracy.
The topic of the afternoon session, machine learning and big
data analytics, began with a presentation by Dr Paul Kendrick on
automatic detection of wind noise in audio data. This research was
initially aimed at user-generated audio and video but was shown
to be particularly applicable to environment noise monitoring and
also adaptable to the detection of rain noise. These algorithms can
be very useful tools for quality assurance when the volume of data
is too high to examine every recording manually. The tunnelling
and geotechnics group at Arup’s London office has successfully
applied big data analytics to improving the quality and reducing
the cost of subsidence monitoring during the digging of tunnels
for Crossrail in London. Michael Devriendt, who heads this team,
presented how they made use of techniques that have previously
been applied in Formula 1 by specialist data analytics company
Quantum Black for the Crossrail project and potential environP18
mental noise projects that could also make use of these

Innovation is the
measure of success

SVAN 104

Personal Noise Analyser
With Svantek every product we innovate provides
something new - something you will not have seen
or maybe even thought of before. Our SV104 brings
you features never previously seen in a personal noise
dosimeter.
• Acoustic dosimeter conforming to IEC 61252 and ANSI
S1.25-1991
• Intrinsically safe and standard versions available
• 1/1 octave real-time analysis
• Audio events recording
• Three parallel measurement profiles
• Voice comments recording
• Automatic calibration start
• Large memory
• USB charging and data transfer (non-IS version)
• OLED colour display
• Operates for more than 40 hours on a single charge
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methods. The last presentation of this session was given by Kostas
Sotirakopoulos from the National Physical Laboratory on using
statistical methods to assess the stability of nodes within a network
of acoustic sensors. He demonstrated that a modified version of
the Chow test, borrowed from financial analytics, could be used to
highlight sensor drifts and more serious sensor problems within a
network of sensors.
In keeping with the theme of the day, the final presentation was
made remotely from New York by Dr Charlie Mydlarz, a researcher
in the Centre for Urban Science and Progress. The presentation

gave details of the SONYC urban soundscape sensing project with
a focus on the development and calibration of low cost autonomous sensor nodes and their use in a sound classification case
study. A short discussion session followed exploring the issues
around instrument standards, approaches to soundscape quantification, privacy and security.
Thanks go to those who helped organise the event, all the
presenters and everybody who attended and contributed to the
discussions.

Dozens more students gain Institute
Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control
By Keith Attenborough, Education Manager

I

n 2014/2015 the IOA Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control
was centre-based at four universities (Derby, Leeds Beckett,
Southampton Solent and London South Bank) and offered
through four tutored distance learning centres (St. Albans, Trinity
College Dublin, Bristol and Napier University). Sadly Colchester
Institute was unable to recruit enough candidates and, after two
years of “toing and froing”, NESCOT has decided not to offer
the Diploma again in the foreseeable future. There was one resit
candidate at NESCOT. The 2014/15 presentation was the seventh
year since major revisions were made in 2008.
On the General Principles of Acoustics written examination
paper (GPA), part A questions on frequency weighting and
reverberation time were answered consistently well. On the other
hand, a question on interpreting a sinusoidal wave expression
was answered poorly. Although it is in the syllabus, this more
“mathematical” topic may not have been covered sufficiently in
tutorials but no doubt its appearance in the examination this year
will encourage more attention to it in the future. Questions on
noise exposure, sound intensity and hearing loss were answered
reasonably well. On the whole, GPA part A questions were
answered adequately (average score 56%) bearing in mind the pass
threshold of 50% on this part of the examination. In part B of the
GPA examination, questions on sound transmission and absorption and workplace noise were most popular and answered well.
However, a question on propagation of party noise from a window
was unpopular and answered least well. Although questions on
vibration and control of multiple noise sources respectively were
not very popular, they were answered well, particularly by tutored
distance learning candidates. Prompted and helped by the IOA
Sustainability Design Task Force (Peter Rogers and Richard Cowell
in particular), one of the GPA coursework assignments concerned
aspects of sustainability ranging from the contributions of underwater acoustics in studying global warming to choice of materials
for noise and vibration reduction. Overall candidates found this
assignment to be interesting and demanding and answered it
well. It was an experiment worth repeating. The other assignment concerned the design of an alarm for an emergency vehicle.
The mean GPA exam and conflated marks in 2015 were near the
average of those gained on the GPA since 2000.
It was found necessary again to moderate some centre marks
for the laboratory module to bring them into line with those for DL
candidates. The laboratory module continues to result in a high
percentage of merits.
The specialist module coursework topics this year included
conversion of an office building into a hotel, groundborne
vibration and noise, designs and calculations for acoustic enclosures and assessing noise from transportation schemes.
At the moderation meeting for the 2015 marks a criterion based
on the means and standard deviations was used to decide whether
or not to moderate marks for the specialist modules. Although the
raw mean written exam mark for the Regulation and Assessment
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of Noise (RAN) module in 2015 was just above “the seven-year
average two Standard Deviations”, it created an unacceptably high
number of fails. It was agreed to raise all RAN exam marks to make
the mean RAN exam mark more in line with the mean mark from
the last seven years and with mean marks gained on the other
specialist modules.
The number of candidates opting for the RAN module continues
to fall. A meeting between the RAN examiner and tutors has been
held to discuss the falling recruitment to the RAN module and
the consistently poor examination performance. The meeting
agreed detailed recall is expected in respect of the core topics
(Statutory Nuisance, Common Law, Town and Country Planning,
Occupational Noise) and that the current type and range of section
A questions were appropriate. However, there could be scope
to ask more open ended section B questions on a wider range
of topics and, while Diploma candidates should continue to be
advised that RAN was not a “soft” option, there should be more
promotion of the module as important for the “well-rounded practitioner” and, possibly, as a stand-alone updating module (CPD)
for those currently employed in noise control.
As in previous years, a merit threshold of 70% was applied to
the written paper and the conflated GPA mark. The examination
scripts of candidates satisfying the conflated mark threshold but
gaining between 67% and 69% on the written paper were examined
at moderation, re-marked where appropriate, and judged individually as pass or merit. However, even if these criteria were satisfied,
a merit was not awarded if the assignment mark was carried over
from a previous year. To obtain a merit grade on the specialist
modules, candidates were required to have conflated mark and
written examination marks of at least 70%. No merit was awarded if
it depended on a deferred score.
The numbers of candidates who gained merits (M), passes (P) or
fails (F) in each module are shown for each centre in the following
table of results.
The fails include those who were absent from the written
examinations. The results of seven appeals (only one of which was
successful) are included also.
There were 106 candidates (including seven from overseas)
entered for the GPA written paper. The total number of candidates
is the same as last year but well below the peak of 216 in 2006.
There were 17 candidates for RAN, 65 for Noise and Vibration
Control Engineering (NVCE), 84 for Building Acoustics (BA) and
63 for Environmental Noise Measurement, Prediction and Control
(EN). Out of 116 candidates registered for the project module, 24
candidates, listed as fails in the table of results, did not submit and
will have to repeat the project module next year.
The prize for best overall Diploma performance (based on the
total marks awarded for five merits (GPA, RAN, EN, Project and
Laboratory) goes to Sarah Wakely (DL St Albans). Commendations,
for also achieving five merits, go to Alison Old and Mark Seaman
(DL ST Albans), Timothy Green and Matthew Grey (Derby), P20
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Richard Reeve (Leeds Beckett), Sohrab Sidhu (LSBU) and Gavyn
Bache (DL Bristol). Aoife Kelly receives the prize for the best
overall performance by an Irish student. Kenny Joyes, who was
awarded a project merit in 2014, has received the ANC best project
award for his project Acoustic quality within the Glasgow Barrow
Centre

Distance Learning (Bristol)

Grade

GPA

Project

Laboratory

BA

NVCE

RAN

EN

Merit

4

3

1

1

0

1

2

Pass

3

7

7

5

2

1

5

Fail

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

8

11

8

7

3

2

7

Merit

6

3

0

0

2

0

4

Pass

1

6

8

2

4

0

5

Fail

1

3

0

1

1

1

2

8

12

8

3

7

1

11

Merit

10

8

7

2

3

3

4

Pass

9

12

13

8

6

0

5

Fail

3

6

2

8

2

2

3

22

26

22

18

11

Merit

4

2

3

3

3

0

1

Pass

1

2

2

2

0

0

1

Fail

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

3

0

2

Merit

9

6

8

3

0

0

1

Pass

2

7

7

7

8

2

7

Fail

4

4

0

1

2

1

1

15

17

15

11

10

3

9

Merit

5

5

9

4

2

0

0

Pass

7

5

4

6

9

0

0

Fail

6

7

1

7

7

0

0

18

17

14

17

18

0

0

Merit

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pass

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fail

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Totals

Distance Learning (Edinburgh)

Totals

Distance Learning (St Albans)

Totals

Distance Learning (Dublin)

Totals

Leeds Beckett University

Totals

London South Bank University

Totals

NESCOT

Totals

5

12

1

Southampton Solent University

Merit

1

2

3

0

0

0

2

Pass

5

3

3

3

0

1

4

Fail

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

8

7

7

5

1

2

7

Merit

8

6

10

5

2

0

6

Pass

11

15

10

11

10

3

9

Fail

2

0

0

2

0

1

0

21

21

20

18

12

4

15

Totals

University of Derby

Totals

Land Ballroom.
I would like to welcome John Pritchard who has started work as
one of two NVCE examiners this year and I would like to express
thanks to all tutors and examiners and to Hansa Parmar in the IOA
office for their contributions.

IOA Diploma Results Table by centre for 2015
P22
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2014-15 Diploma passes
Distance Learning (Dublin)

Distance Learning (St Albans)

NESCOT

Carr C
Kelly A

Coombes T
Donaghy S
Ferguson C S
Korotkov I
McIlroy M
Miles J

Inman I D

McCreanor D
O’Sullivan P

Distance Learning (Bristol)
Bache G R
Beamish A
Gill J P
James E S
Jenkins N A

Morgan R
Pitt R
Rowswell N
Speed M A
Yung S

Distance Learning (Edinburgh)
Carnegie A
Darling L J
Duffy D
Garnett M
Hadden L

Laing W R M
McBride J M
McKee M
Stewart D
Tideswell M

Moraitis C
Naumann J
Newbery D
Old A T
Page A S
Reeve G J

Seaman M S
Shazly M
Smith J R
Tayal A
Tony J
Wakely S

Hurren L
Pitcher C J
Read M
Reeve R W

Ripley K
Robinson A
Smith M
White M J

London South Bank University
Adair C
Carrington J
Forster P J
Garbala M
Martin S

Alexander F
De Rienzo G

Kellum T

University of Derby

Leeds Beckett University
Angir D I B
Crowther A L
Green N
Hilton T

Southampton Solent University

Mohith D
Nix A J
Nixon S J G
Sidhu S
Wreczycka E B

Barnett E L
Basic M
Burchell J
Chauhan H
Crowe T P
Cumming S F C
Denson L
Edwards S R

Gray M A
Green T A
Gutteridge A
Hankins G
King T J L
Lassandro F
Latif Y
Martin S

Ninth International Conference on
Auditorium Acoustics is ‘major success’
By Mike Barron, Evan Green and Raf Orlowski

T

he Auditorium Acoustics meeting series, which started
in Birmingham in 1992, reached its very successful ninth
in Paris in October 2015. These meetings have all been
linked to actual auditoria, mostly new ones. In this case it was the
Philharmonie de Paris concert hall that opened in January 2015
and is now nearly finished (!). We were able to attend a symphony
concert there, to hear about its genesis and inspect the auditorium.
The popularity of the meeting was such that for the first time in
the series, we sold out. The conference space effectively imposed a
limit of about 170 delegates. Sadly ticket numbers available for the
concert and dinner were slightly lower, resulting in some disappointment. These meetings have become truly international with a
total of over 180 registered from a total of 28 countries. Only 19% of
the total delegates came from Britain.
The Philharmonie de Paris, with 2,400 seats, is now France’s
premier concert venue, designed by the famous French architect
Jean Nouvel. The acoustic design was principally entrusted to
Marshall Day Acoustics, whose main office is in Auckland, New
Zealand. The interior of the hall is highly asymmetrical with
balcony seating blocks apparently suspended in mid-air, bound by
sweeping curves. Suspended lozenge-shaped elements have been
designed to provide early sound reflections. A distinctive characteristic of this hall is the extra volume that surrounds the main
auditorium envelope, to provide a large acoustic volume. With
such a visually unique hall and adventurous acoustical design,
a significant portion of the conference was themed around the
history and design of the Philharmonie de Paris.
The conference was opened by Mike Barron with a paper on
the relevance of diffuse sound fields in auditoria. His discussion
considered the implications of a diffuse sound field for the early
and late sound in concert halls, backed up by measured parameters. It linked well with the next presentation by Louena Shtrepi
on the subjective effects of sound scattering surfaces. This work
from the Politecnico di Torino used the Espace de Projection at
IRCAM for the practical measurements – another apt connection
with Paris!
The next two presentations had unusual geometry in common.
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Jean-Dominique Pollack, standing in at the last minute, explained
his group’s work at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie in subjective evaluations of acoustics, primarily focussed on the elliptical
Paris Philharmonie 2, while Takayuki Hidaka of Takenaka R&D
has tamed challenging focusing and echoes in a semi-circular
concert hall.
After lunch, Harold Marshall, was presented with the Rayleigh
Medal for his many outstanding contributions to acoustics (see
page 26). His medal lecture, titled Presentational rhetoric in concert
halls: being there. The objective of acoustical design took the group
back to the philosophical and fundamental objectives of acoustical design, with deep insight into the life of and challenges for a
concert hall designer.
Henrik Möller at Akukon has been using Aalto University’s loudspeaker orchestra to analyse the acoustics of the Finnish Opera in
Helsinki. Brits abroad Ned Crowe with Arup and Raf Orlowski from
Ramboll took us up to the coffee break. Arup’s newly completed
venue in Bodø, northern Norway, transforms from a theatre to a
concert hall, while in Krakow, Poland has a new congress centre
including a vineyard concert hall designed by Orlowski.
Given the design of the Paris hall, asymmetry was a buzzword

Sir Harold Marshall

Institute
at this conference and we continued with Albert Xu describing an
asymmetric recital hall in Taiwan. Yosr Bouhali from Université
Pierre et Marie Curie took us on a virtual tour of Tunisian traditional music venues, followed by Jürgen Meyer’s fascinating reflections on the spatial sound imagination of composers – relating
Beethoven and Mahler’s compositions to their home concert halls
and orchestra layouts. At the end of the first day, Daniel Commins
explained the storied genesis of the group of cultural buildings in
the Parc de la Villette which now includes the new Philharmonie
as well as the earlier concert hall, renamed Philharmonie 2.
With planning beginning in the 1960s, it was fascinating to hear
how seminal composers and conductors such as Boulez and
Stockhausen helped to shape this area of Paris.
Prior to the evening’s concert, a public round table discussion –
held in French – gave concert-goers the opportunity to learn about
the acoustical design of the new hall from Harold Marshall and
Thomas Scélo of Marshall Day Acoustics. With this fresh in mind,
public and acousticians alike were treated to the inaugural concert
of the grand organ. Saint-Säens’ cello concerto and Symphony
No.3 with organ were preceded by an organ improvisation by
Thierry Escaich, providing ample opportunity for conference
delegates to sample the acoustics of the new hall. Swapping of
seats in the interval was encouraged, as was participation in Mike
Barron’s subjective survey of the hall.
The morning of the second day was devoted to the new auditorium, the Philharmonie de Paris. Four papers were presented prior
to a visit to the hall itself. Kahle Acoustics were the chief representatives for the client on the acoustic side and had developed
the brief prior to selection of acoustic consultants. Eckhard Kahle
explained that the key to understanding the evolution of the
building was the client’s desire for “an innovative architectural
concept”; regarding acoustics they asked for a “high-quality
acoustic concert hall, comparable in acoustic quality to the best
AcousticsBulletinPrintReady.pdf
1 17/06/2015
14:57:21
recent realizations”.
A capacity of
2,400 seats
was stipulated, with

Affairs

a total volume around 30,000m3 giving a volume per seat greater
than 12m3. A new typology was proposed providing a central
stage for classical music concerts and a frontal stage for amplified
concerts and events.
Harold Marshall described the conceptual design, much of
it developed with the architect Jean Nouvel. A central proposal
was to construct “a room within a room”, the principle being for
the inner envelope to provide early reflections, while the outer
volume helps contribute to the sense of reverberation. A significant
precedent was the Christchurch Town Hall, New Zealand of 1972,
which offered high clarity with a rich sense of reverberation. To
ensure early reflections at all seats, extensive suspended clouds
were designed. The result is certainly innovative, not only architecturally but also acoustically.
Thomas Scélo, Chris Day and others from the MDA team
described implementing the acoustic concept and commissioning
of the Philharmonie. Achieving the design concept with an asymmetrical design proved to be very challenging, including checking
on the presence of suitable early reflections at all seating areas
for the range of possible source positions. The combination of the
computer programmes Rhino and Grasshopper proved extremely
valuable in resolving the requirements. Scale models at 1:50 and
1:10 as well as Odeon simulations were used. Commissioning
has been frustrated by the late completion of the project. The
measured reverberation time for the hall 70% occupied is 2.5
seconds. Those interested in the acoustic realisation of the hall will
find many details in the meeting proceedings.
David Griesinger’s paper was titled The effects of early reflections on proximity, localization and loudness. Leo Beranek in
1962 proposed that “intimacy” was the key subjective effect in
concert halls, is “proximity” equivalent? Griesinger finds that, in
the rear half of a hall, early lateral reflections can be detrimental
to proximity. This is clearly a new approach to the core issues
P24
of subjective preference in concert environments. He also
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described how to listen to simulations via headphones. Antti
Kuusinen (with Tapio Lokki, both from Finland) then reported on
a very similar topic Auditory distance perception in concert halls
and the origins of acoustic intimacy. While they achieved consistent
responses for perceived distance, intimacy remains somewhat of
an enigma.
Anne Minors, of Anne Minors Performance Consultants,
described results of experiments using eye tracking equipment
in simulated concert conditions, an intriguingly different issue
to acousticians’ normal concerns offering lessons that architects
might care to consider. This was followed by the second paper
presented by the Finnish Aalto University group: the Subjective
impact of concert hall acoustics was presented by Jukka Pätynen
based on skin-conduction measurements. Sound strength, early
and late lateral sound emerged as significant for pleasure and
emotional response.
Following coffee, Frederica Morandi with colleagues from the
University of Bologna discussed results of energy distribution
from a survey of 11 Italian theatres, all with horseshoe plans and
stacked boxes. The final three papers of the day looked at historical
auditoria. Henry Niemi with other Finnish co-authors talked about
vanished 19th century concert halls in Helsinki, the largest of which
had a capacity of 1,000 seats but with reverberation times suitable
for symphonic music (suitable in some cases for the compositions
of their greatest composer?). Bartfeld Postma of LIMSI-CNRS,
France, turned our attention to the abbey church of St Germain des
Prés in Paris; there is evidence to suggest that greater quantities of
sound absorbing materials in the Middle Ages would have created
a space with greater clarity. Last for the day were the results of
an analysis of the Gothenburg Konserthus of 1935, presented by
Andreas Wagner (Müller-BBM). The good acoustic reputation does
not extend to two acoustic flaws: poor orchestral balance at the
rear of the seating and poor acoustic contact between auditorium
and stage.
The conference dinner was held in the 19th century splendour
of Le Train Bleu, within the Gare de Lyon, completed in 1901. Our
thanks go to Eckhard Kahle and Chris Day for entertaining us.
The final day got off to a blazing start with Professor Tapio
Lokki taking the podium dressed in a bright orange jacket. Tapio
explained in fascinating detail the acoustical success of shoebox
concert halls and in particular the Vienna Musikvereinssaal. He
stressed the importance of the seat-dip effect and how the low
frequency attenuation it causes enables lateral reflections to have a
more powerful effect in providing envelopment.
The next paper was to be by Pamela Clements on the acoustic
history of Sydney Opera House prior to the architect Jørn Utzon
leaving the project. Unfortunately, Pamela was unable to attend
due to illness but her submission was ably presented by José
Nepomuceno. A surprising revelation was that the shape of the
shells of the opera house, which was of fundamental importance
in enabling the building to be constructed, was proposed to be
segments of a sphere by the architect Utzon, and not the engineer,
Ove Arup.
Alban Bassuet presented a very impressive paper describing the
design of a 900-seat shoebox concert hall which has to cater for full
size orchestras without becoming too loud. To provide suitable

control of loudness he used an unusual surface finish namely
veneered OSB board with applied timber battens at various angles.
He tested this combination carefully and found that it gave him the
right combination of texture and absorption at a reasonable cost.
A fascinating project based on the concept of reverse-engineering was presented by Willem Boning of Arup Acoustics. He
described a technique for creating various geometries of a space
to achieve a specified acoustic signature. The user is then free to
select the most suitable geometry. This was followed by Trevor
Cox of the University of Salford who took a fresh look at diffusers
explaining that, from a subjective viewpoint, we need to consider
them in the time domain as well as spatially. He has developed
a model, based on Kirchhoff theory, that enables diffusers to be
explored for a single listener receiving one reflection and has gone
on to show that for some musical notes colouration can occur.
Claus Lynge Christensen described a two-step calibration
procedure using Odeon for sound strength measurements in
auditoria. The method enables compensation for any shift in
the broadband gain from the calibration to the field measurement condition.
Using a 32-channel spherical microphone array for making
recordings in a concert hall, David Dick and colleagues from
Pennsylvania State University investigated listener envelopment
and the late sound field by listening to ambisonic reproductions
over a 30-channel loudspeaker array. Their results did not show a
strong trend between the late sound field and LEV ratings and they
intend to refine their investigations using different time windows.
Electronic music was the subject of the next presentation by
Constant Hak and Remy Wenmaekers, Eindhoven University.
Using a specially composed piece, they are able to measure the
room acoustic parameters of an occupied auditorium according to
ISO 3382-1 without all the usual frustrations. Next, Tor Halmrast
(Statsbygg, Oslo) addressed the little researched phenomenon
of flutter echoes and explained why it has a mid/high frequency
tonal character around 2kHz despite the fact that the “repetition
tonality” is in the low frequency range.
Magne Skalevik of Brekke & Strand in Norway posed the
question Can source broadening and listener envelopment be
measured directly from a music performance in a concert hall?
He has not yet found the answer but advocated applying new
psychoacoustic and related techniques to the development of an
ASW-meter or an LEV-meter.
Evan Green began his presentation with a thorough exposition of
the requirements of stage acoustics to enable an orchestra to fully
engage with its audience. He went on to describe the remedial work
carried out to the stage at Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis where
all the key attributes seemed to be sub-optimal. By implementing
various strategies such as extending the balconies onto the stage to
provide early reflections and by including broadband absorbers on
the ceiling, a substantial improvement has been achieved.
Magriet Lautenbach from Peutz, Holland departed from her
original paper on stage acoustics and described the refurbishment
of a Dutch concert hall that was built in 1915. Following numerous
alterations to the stage to satisfy the acoustic requirements of the
orchestra, a solution was finally found which was completed by a
shortening of the reverberation time due to the settling of dust! P26
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Orchestra dummies were the subject of a slightly surreal paper
by Remy Wenmaekers. He stressed the importance of having a full
orchestra on stage when making acoustical measurements and
went on to describe the requirements of a dummy orchestra. He
confirmed that having empty chairs on stage was not sufficient
and that fully clothed dummies was a necessary requirement even
though their feet sometimes caused a trip hazard for acousticians
moving around the stage!
Yann Jurkiewicz (Kahle Acoustics) described the design of the
new 1,500-seat concert hall in Stavanger, Norway. It includes
geometrically optimised surfaces to provide early reflections at
all seats, a variable ceiling height, overstage acoustic reflectors
and free hanging side balconies. The acoustic quality of the hall
combines a long reverberation time, in excess of two seconds, with
high clarity and very high lateral efficiency.
Rock and roll was the subject of the final paper by Niels

Adelman-Larsen. He reviewed measurements he had made in
some 20 European venues larger than 50,000 m3 and described his
novel technique for reducing bass reverberation by using inflatable plastic tubes. These have now been installed successfully in a
number of large venues for amplified music.
Raf Orlowski brought the conference to a close by first of all
thanking all the delegates and presenters for coming and making
it such an excellent event. He particularly thanked Marshall Day
Acoustics and Kahle Acoustics for enabling the visits, talks and
demonstrations at the Philharmonie de Paris. Special thanks were
also conveyed to Linda Canty of the IOA and her helpers for such a
seamless running of the conference.
Planning is already going ahead for our 10th conference in 2018
and a strong option is to link it to the new Elbphilharmonie in
Hamburg.

Rayleigh Medal goes to Sir Harold Marshall for ‘many outstanding contributions’

S

ir Harold Marshall was presented with the Institute’s
premier award, the Raleigh Medal, at Auditorium
Acoustics by Institute President William Egan for his
“many outstanding contributions to education, research and
innovative auditorium design”. Below is his citation.
Arthur Harold Marshall was born in New Zealand and
returned to his native country in 1972 after spending time in
Europe and Western Australia. For most people here, his reputation rests on his auditorium work but achievements in New
Zealand have been no less impressive.
Harold Marshall gained degrees in both physics and architecture at the University of Auckland. This led onto doctoral
research in acoustics, primarily into acoustic absorbers in
rooms. However, a seminal moment occurred in 1966 in
relation to the design competition for a new concert hall for
Christchurch in the south island of New Zealand. Harold was
sent five designs and asked to comment on their acoustic
potential. Surveying these five very different designs, he
realised that there was no rational basis for selection of one
shape over another. The Sabine reverberation equation is silent
on the question of room shape.
Soon after, Harold realised at a concert in the London Royal
Festival Hall that “reverberation from the side appeared to be
missing”. This insight led to the proposition that early lateral
reflections were an important component of good acoustics for
listeners, he used the expression “spatial responsiveness” to
describe the quality. Harold courageously used his hypothesis
(before any research validation) to approve a shape for the
Christchurch Town Hall that would have horrified most acousticians – an ellipse. It has since been established that what is
now called the “apparent source width” is determined by the
proportion of early lateral sound and that a broad source width
is a characteristic of the best concert hall acoustics.
Returning to the Christchurch Concert Hall, Harold later
became involved in the acoustic design of the new hall and
was responsible for introducing large suspended reflectors to
provide listeners with lateral reflections. Since its opening in
1972, the hall has established an excellent acoustic reputation.
(The hall survived the 2011 earthquake but it had all shifted
0.5m; it is expected to be rebuilt.) This was the first of several
“Marshall auditoria”, which have been innovative in a variety
of ways. Next was the Michael Fowler Centre, Wellington,
New Zealand of 1983, which employed Schroeder diffusers
for the first time in an auditorium. Segerstrom Hall, Orange
County, California of 1986 is a multi-purpose hall with stage
and flytower; to provide good acoustics with a basic fan-shape
footprint, one side of the auditorium is lower than the other
to generate vertical surfaces capable of providing lateral
reflections. More recently he worked with the architect Zaha
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Hadid on the new 2011 Guangzhou Opera House in China; the
distinctive feature in this case is the lack of corners in the auditorium. And now the Philharmonie de Paris has opened with
a unique arrangement of floating seating pods and reflectors
which form an inner “volume” within a larger outer volume
(70% larger than a conventional concert hall for 2,400 seats).
These, among others, are a remarkable series of truly original
designs, a catalogue of innovation encompassing both architectural and acoustic requirements. They are the product of an
original mind willing to challenge convention and the courage
to see them implemented.
In 1973 in New Zealand itself, Harold Marshall became a
Professor of Architecture at the Department of Architecture
of the University of Auckland. He proceeded to set up the
Acoustics Research Centre at the department, with acoustic
test chambers that have now become the National Acoustic
Test Laboratories of New Zealand. In 1981 he set up New
Zealand’s largest acoustic consultancy, Marshall Day
Acoustics; this now has a major presence internationally with
85 staff. As an academic for most of his working life, Harold
has inevitably published extensively. As well as his interest
in acoustics for listeners, he has investigated the performer’s
situation. He has also championed the use of acoustic scale
modelling and initiated the project that resulted in commercial
software for scale model testing (Midas).
Harold Marshall has received many honours including
a Fellowship of the Royal Society of New Zealand. He was
awarded the Wallace Clement Sabine medal in 1995 by the
Acoustical Society of America. Then in 2008 he was knighted by
the New Zealand government for services to acoustic science.
Most recently in 2013 he received the Pickering Medal from the
Royal Society of New Zealand – the top technology award of
the Society.

Sir Harold Marshall (centre) receives his award from IOA President William
Egan watched by Dr James Kember, New Zealand Ambassador to France
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Acoustics of
Schools: a design
guide – the
context, content
and significant
changes

ANC

THE ASSOCIATION OF
NOISE CONSULTANTS

The ANC has represented
Acoustics Consultancies since
1973. We now have over one
hundred member companies,
including several international
members, representing over
seven hundred individual
consultants.

By Jack Harvie-Clark, Apex Acoustics and Russell
Richardson, RBA Acoustics

R

eaders will be aware
that in late 2014
Building Bulletin 93:
Acoustic design of schools:
performance standards
superseded the performance standards for school
design originally detailed
in the 2003 version of
‘Building Bulletin 93’. BB
93: 2014 contains no design
guidance, but simply
states the performance
standards. It was always
the intention that the
design guidance included
in sections 2-6 would also
be updated; this has now
been completed, with
Acoustics of Schools: a
design guide being published in November 2015.
Both BB 93: 2014 and the new design guide were produced by
IOA/ANC members. However, BB 93: 2014 was published by the
Department for Education and the Education Funding Agency,
whereas the new design guide has been published, and continues
to be administered, by the IOA and ANC. This means new research
findings, teaching methods and best practice can be incorporated
into the guide as it becomes available, keeping it relevant to acousticians and non-acousticians alike.
From the initial concept of a light-touch review, updating references and filling gaps where previously there was no guidance, the
final document is actually more detailed, with new chapters being
introduced to expand on previous guidance and to introduce new
information where previously there was none.
All technical content was provided by members on a voluntary
basis. Financial backing was provided equally by the IOA and the
ANC to employ professional designers to arrange the text, to edit
or re-draw previous illustrations and to produce new images as
required. Notwithstanding this, the production of the document is
testament to the huge amount of time, effort and commitment of
the committee.
This is a summary of the content of the new design guide,
highlighting significant elements of new material. Suggestions for
improvements for inclusion in future editions are welcome. It is
hoped that additional practise notes and example calculations will
be added to the available information, to facilitate the design and
construction of schools that perform well acoustically.
Section 1 contains an overview of the legislative requirements to
consider the acoustics of schools, and a summary of the changes to
the performance standards in BB 93: 2014.
Section 2 addresses environmental noise impact considerations

Members of the ANC can also
apply to become registered
testers in the ANC’s verification
scheme, recognised by CLG as
being equivalent to UKAS
accreditation for sound
insulation testing.
We are regularly consulted on
draft legislation, standards,
guidelines and codes of
practice; and represented on
BSI & ISO committees.
We have Bi-monthly meetings
that provide a forum for
discussion and debate, both
within the meetings and in a
more informal social context.
Potential clients can search
our website which lists all
members, sorted by services
offered and location.
Membership of the Association
is open to all acoustics
consultancy practices able to
demonstrate the necessary
professional and technical
competence is available, that a
satisfactory standard of
continuity of service and staff
is maintained and that there is
no significant interest in
acoustical products.
To find out more about
becoming a member of the ANC
please visit our website
(www.theanc.co.uk) or call
020 8253 4518
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on a school site, and how the design may respond to the impacts.
Preferred noise limits for external activities and teaching are
described, and different natural ventilation strategies to control
external noise ingress and discussed. There is new information
on noise from equipment in teaching and learning spaces; these
limits are suggested for compliance with the School Premises
Regulations and Independent Schools Standards. Different limits
are proposed for different categories of equipment. Methods
for calculating noise from equipment are considered in the new
Appendix 5.
Section 3 describes the assessment of internal sound insulation,
and the specification of appropriate element performances to
meet the standards in BB 93. There is a new description of curtain
walling, and some construction details added to the diagrams for
in-situ concrete floors on metal decks. There is a clarification on
the application of sound insulation between circulation areas,
classrooms and non-teaching rooms.
Section 4 describes the design of rooms for speech. Consideration
for open plan areas has been removed and is expanded in the new
section 7.
Section 5 concerns the design of rooms for music; this has been
updated in line with the government’s separate recent guidance on
music accommodation in schools.
Section 6 has been more substantially revised, as have the
performance standards for rooms designed for pupils with special
hearing and communication needs. Some of the description of
technical terms has been omitted, as these can be found elsewhere
for current technologies.
Section 7 is entirely new, devoted to the design of open plan
spaces. There is much more experience and information available
on this subject than available previously, and the performance
standards for open plan spaces have been extended in BB 93: 2014.
Different types of open plan accommodation are described, and an
activity management risk chart enables a non-acoustician to assess
the acoustic risk of proposed open plan areas. This is anticipated
to be a useful tool to highlight the level of acoustic risk before any
acoustic modelling takes place. Acoustic modelling is described in
the new Appendix 6.
Section 8 is also brand new, and addresses issues for refurbishments and for integrated design. Refurbishments often pose

particular problems, and performance standards for refurbishments are now included in BB 93: 2014, along with a description
of where these standards apply. The notes on integrated design
seek to remind acoustic designers of the other environmental and
building fabric considerations that the architect must balance. It is
easy to forget that buildings must also perform in terms of daylight
air quality, thermal comfort, structural integrity, robustness, layout
and, of course, aesthetics, for example.
Appendices 1 to 3 have been retained and updated to describe
the performance parameters used in BB 93: 2014. The calculation
of the mid-frequency reverberation time, Tmf,max from the third
octave measurements is described, as is the in-situ measurements
of airborne and impact sound insulation, Dw and L’w.
Appendix 4 is a new section; it describes the calculation method
for absorption in sports halls, swimming pools, gymnasia, dance
studios and other normally unfurnished activity spaces. BB 93:
2014 refers to this method as a means of compliance with the
absorption requirements in these spaces without the need to
undertake reverberation time measurements.
Appendix 5 is another new section, and describes considerations
for the calculation of noise from equipment. It is a summary of
standards that may be appropriate to adopt in different circumstances, for both new and legacy equipment.
Appendix 6 describes the acoustic modelling of open plan
spaces. Guidance on this subject was previously issued in a note
that followed BB 93: 2004, and much additional information
and clarifications have been included. In particular, spectra for
normal and raised voice effort are identified, and the octave band
weighting factors for the calculation of STI, as these differ from
the spectra used in the ISO standard for assessing STI from public
address systems.
Appendix 7 describes the assessment of noise from window
actuators, responding to the new performance criterion in BB
93: 2014. The appropriate use of the ISO 16032 is described for
measurements. The assessment of measurements from a suitable
reference installation is also described, to enable actuator manufacturers to qualify their products without needing to test every
possible combination of window frame material, opening light
dimensions, glass type, and fixing details, for example. The possible
effect of these variables must nonetheless be considered.

Council gives green light to 72
applications for membership
S

eventy-two applications for membership have been approved
by Council following the recommendations of the Membership

FIOA

AMIOA

Robert Adnitt
Fan Chong

Graham Parry
Simon Shilton

MIOA
Oliver Atack
Martyn Ayling
Richard Booth
Chris Bradley
Wai Kwan Chiu
David Degos
Paul Doyle
Eleanor Girdziusz
Stuart Heather
Peter Hodgson
Robert Iafrati
Kaupo Korven
Goncalo Lemos
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Committee. Of the total, 50 were for new membership or reinstatement, the remainder were upgrades.

Melissa Lewis
Karl McElroy
Richard Morris
Bobby Motherwell
Iain Paterson-Stephens
Calum Sharp
Lindsay Shaw
Jon Sims
Chris Snow
Paul Thomson
Enneric Valmorin
Mark Walker
Paul Williams

Nithin Baskar
Callum Brewer
Tommy Burn
John Cane
Struan Carmichael
Sergio Carrera
Harish Chauhan
Richard Deane
Damien Donegan
Stephen Evans
Calum Ferreira
Sean Graham
Luke Hatton
Fermin Huesa
Guillermo Jimenez Arranz
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TechIOA
Louisa Johns
Howard Masters
Andrew Mitchell
Sara Rubio
Alice Rushton
Alejandro Santana Roque
Shaun Sloan
Jack Traveller
Ramoodaren Veerasamy
Ka Lok Wan
Gareth Wells
Matthew White
Napat Wiriyasubpachai
Sam Zokay

Christopher Bates
Wesley Charlton
Matthew Green
Roisin McKeon
Samuel Monk
Jonathan Munns
Josephine Nixon
Scott Tunnah

Affiliate
Salamon Baumgarten
Jason Cartwright
Stephen Jay

Sponsor
Noise Solutions
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Saint-Gobain Ecophon
Saint-Gobain Ecophon

Acoustic Ceilings & Wall Panel Systems
Acoustic Extra Bass

Ecophon Extra Bass is a unique solution for when
increased low frequency absoption is needed to support
acoustic ceiling and wallpanels - for example in BB93 SEN
classrooms.
For further information please contact us on
01256 850977, marketing@ecophon.co.uk
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BS 4142: 2014 What
do the changes
mean for me?
North West Branch report
By Dave Logan

I

n a manner befitting the Arthurian legend, the branch arose
from its slumber of nine months with an oversubscribed
meeting in November. For Camelot read Arup’s Manchester
office, with Colin Cobbing closest to fulfilling the role of
Arthur Pendragon.
Colin was a member of the drafting panel for the revised
standard and was able to give the thinking behind some of the
key changes. He explained how the main aim of the changes was
to produce a document that was not prescriptive, but provided
an assessment framework that was flexible and could be used
by practitioners to inform professional judgement. This is

highlighted in the foreword to the standard which states that it has
been produced for use by “appropriately qualified and experienced people”.
The standard still requires a determination of a specific sound
level and its comparison with a background level, but there are
considerable changes made to how correction factors are applied.
Another major change is the need to consider uncertainty in
measured data and in any calculations, and to state how significant
this to the assessment of impact. The context in which the sound
is experienced will also need to be taken into account and the
assessor must ultimately give their reasons for their conclusions
of impact.
There are too many changes to summarise here but Colin went
through a couple of worked examples where assessment was
carried out using both the earlier 1997 version of the standard and
the latest version, which demonstrated much of what had been
discussed earlier.
A show of hands at the end of the talk confirmed that a large
number of the audience would be interested in attending a
workshop style event based around BS 4142:2014 and this will be
pursued by the branch. Thanks to Arup for the venue, to Colin for
the presentation and to all the guests on the night who chose BS
4142 over a football game going on somewhere nearby.

London Branch reports
Large scale sound system design

By Chris Holmes
The branch enjoyed a presentation by Simon Kahn of Mott
Macdonald in September on large sound systems during which he
discussed important design considerations and gave an introduction to the standards relating to their design.
He began with an important reminder – a well-designed system
should complement the space, not work independently of it. The
effects of the room on a distributed system should not be ignored
and successful design implies an early collaboration between the
system designer, the acoustician and, in some cases, the architect.
Simon introduced three broad “types” of system (as defined
in BS 6259:2015) ranging from highly intelligible, but not necessarily natural – that may be used for information/communication purposes – to highly natural, aimed at critical listening.
Performance metrics include the obvious: frequency response;
spatial coverage; absence of feedback; and level of distortion.
However, these generally characterise the speaker system, and not
its behaviour in the space. For this we still look to classical room
acoustic parameters such as RT, clarity and other early reflection analysis. Again, the system should work harmoniously with
the space.
Simon stressed the importance of driver placement, and how the
end purpose of the system should influence the design. Systems
providing reinforcement can benefit from speaker placement
where we would traditionally want walls in order to provide first

order and early supporting reflections whereas, in emergency
systems, audible cues can be used to good effect by placing alarms
and announcements in the direction of exits. The idea of designing
for a notional “expected source location” is something to consider.
Of course, especially in multi-use spaces, these ideals can be
difficult to achieve for all purposes on a budget, however variable
acoustics can go some way to helping.
Finally, the solutions. Advances in driver configuration have
made, at least, reasonable acoustics achievable in most spaces,
indoor or outdoor. A large sound system doesn’t necessarily
require a large driver, with its associated directivity and coverage
problems. Instead clusters of drivers can be carefully designed
to provide even coverage of energy where it is wanted, and avoid
putting it where it isn’t. Furthermore, electronic crossovers,
equalisation and advanced techniques such as beam forming in
processed arrays can aid us further in realising design goals.
Simon finished by reiterating what might be considered a
golden rule of sorts, and that is “it can’t always be fixed in the mix”,
so it is important to get the room acoustics right as well as the
sound system.
Further technical reference may include the standards referenced by Simon, including BS 5839 part 8:2013, BS 7827:2011, BS
EN 60268 and the previously mentioned BS 6259:2015.

Delivering consultancy in the changing face of technology
By Eugénie Sainte Cluque
Nigel Jones of Extrium gave a talk in October entitled Delivering
consultancy in the changing face of technology, which aimed to
present the latest changes in technology and data management
and government information policy. The topics were primarily
presented in the context of the Environmental Noise Directive
(END). The benefits and challenges to the public, professional
users and policy makers were presented. We extend our thanks to
Nigel for the time taken in preparing, and delivering, his presentation and also to WSP for again providing the venue.
He started by illustrating the evolution of information and
communication technology and the effect this has had on environmental assessment over the last 20 years. From the predominantly
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paper-based approaches there has been an evolution through
desktop computing to the current dominance of “all-digital”
mobile apps, data sharing and large scale data management.
Current technology now supports dense complex networks of
information; while presenting an opportunity for increased
knowledge there is a challenge in inconsistent and variable quality
of information.
The core of the talk concentrated on the diversity of data
management options to manage the information involved into
making noise maps for the END stages, with the implications at
UK and European level, highlighting issues and opportunities. The
talk referenced the future Common Noise Assessment Methods in

Institute
Europe (CNOSSOS-EU), highlighting how the current direction of
information policy might enable a “smart” approach to delivery.
Nigel presented the England Noise Map Viewer developed
by Extrium which incorporates government noise maps and air
quality data (See Extrium Launches Noise Map Viewer in the
November-December 2015 issue of Acoustics Bulletin).
It was identified from the talk and following questions that while
the current technology is useful for transparency of information
and collecting quantities of data, its increased complexity reinforces the need for specialist understanding and carefully considered analysis – it can easily be misused.

Affairs

Attendees expressed an interest in being able to overlap noise
emissions from an array of sources onto a single noise map tool – a
so-called “consolidated” noise map. They also commented on the
need to update the END noise maps between the five-year mark
rounds where significant noise mitigations/changes are known to
have been happened, to have up to date information.
Audience comments also noted how transparency of information places increased pressure on government for improved
consistency and accuracy in released information if it is to be used
in way current government policy states. Questions were also
asked about the publication of END aircraft noise maps.

Sound insulation and noise reduction in
buildings: an introduction to BS 8233: 2014
Eastern Branch report
By Hugo Cass

S

imon Kahn gave a nicely judged talk on BS 8233 which was
notably well attended.
It covered the basics in a conversational and non-patronising
manner, giving useful background information about the thinking
behind the latest revisions, where changes were deemed necessary
and equally were not.
The talk was peppered with additional perspective based
on Simon’s own experience, most particularly with regard to

identifying where sound transmission problems may exist, but
where the source is not necessarily the problem and where legal
responsibility may lie in such cases.
There were several very useful “did you know” facts thrown in,
some of which were new to many of the members attending! In
summary, it was a really valuable and illuminating presentation
and we are very grateful to Simon for travelling some distance to
talk to us.

NoiseMap

www.noisemap.com
email: rogertompsett@noisemap.com
tel: +44 20 3355 9734
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Reporting requirements under BS 4142,
an environmental health perspective
Irish Branch report
By Sarah Middleton

A

Instrumentation Corner

branch meeting was held in Armagh City in October to
present and discuss the new reporting requirements under
BS 4142: 2014. The standard is a tool widely used by environmental health officers (EHOs) and this meeting allowed them
and consultants to learn and discuss the different challenges the
revised standard presents.
Raymond Smyth of Fermanagh and Omagh District Council
outlined the history of BS 4142 from the principles within the
Wilson Report and its many revisions since. It is a technical
guidance document with no formal legal standing, but has often
been used in court cases and in planning approvals. The 1997
version was based upon the likelihood of complaint, whereas the
2014 version is based upon the significance of adverse impact.
Raymond then summarised the main differences between the
1997 and 2014 versions in respect of assessment periods, measurement and selection of an appropriate background sound level,
the increased range and addition of character corrections, and
the change in the “assessment” level that is now an “acceptable”
impact, but that the underlying factor in all of this is that the
assessment is now very dependent upon the context.
Chris Jordan from Mid and East Antrim Borough Council gave
an interesting presentation on the correction factors that can be

introduced should tonal, impulsive or other sound characteristics
be present in the noise under review. The use of both the reference
method and objective methods were demonstrated and discussed.
Paul McCullough of Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon
Borough Council presented his thoughts on uncertainty in noise
measures and undertaking background measurements. The
importance of looking at the context of the area under consideration when determining whether a noise is significant was discussed
in great detail. Echoes of Sturges-v-Bridgman 1879!
A lively discussion followed the presentations as the revised
standard throws up many questions for both EHOs and acoustic
consultants. The extent of monitoring, time and duration of
background monitoring and how context impacts on the final
assessment are areas which require agreement between those
undertaking the assessment and those considering the potential
noise effects of developments. This led to suggestions of pre-planning meetings between EHOs and consultants to reach agreements
prior to monitoring taking place.
The presentation highlighted the need for more communication
between EHOs and acoustic consultants and led to the suggestion
of more informal branch meetings where the two groups can meet
and discuss their approaches to new and revised standards.

Shaken or stirred? I’m reviewing the
situation to think it out again
By Martin Armstrong

S

ound and vibration are two of the physical agents that have
been much in the news, mainly in relation to health and safety
at work. As a physical agent, affecting humans, any vibration
can be characterised in two main groups. As an intermittent or
impact (shock) or a continuous vibration (vibration) which may be
variable. People recognise and respond in different ways.
Mechanical vibration and shock does not necessarily refer to
machinery though most vibrations in the world are man-made.
However, earthquakes and wind-induced vibration are environmental sources of mechanical vibration as opposed to
acoustic vibrations.
Vibration standards are produced by ISO (International
Organisation for Standardization) and given in documents
produced by the technical committee ISO/TC 108, Mechanical
vibration, shock and condition monitoring. Currently within TC
108 several working groups cover subjects applicable to the whole
field of mechanical vibration, such as WG1-Terminology, WG

23-Vibration and shock isolation, WG24-Condition assessment
of structural systems from dynamic response measurements and
WG 28-Vibration Materials. A draft international standards (DIS),
available for comment at BSI and for voting with a deadline of 29th
January 2016, is ISO/DIS 2041:2015, Mechanical vibration, shock
and condition monitoring – Vocabulary.
The vibration standards portfolio directly impacts the health,
well-being and quality of life of the society at large. The standards
have many constituencies from users to Government to manufacturers to the general public. It is critical to develop international
standards that reflect a balanced approach accounting for the
impact on all of our constituencies. The experts on the working
groups are very proud of the quality of this portfolio and the
procedures in place to guide good practice. A bad standard is
worse than none at all and can often reflect the interests of one
or two groups at the expense of others. Existing standards that
date from the 1990s or even earlier do not necessarily reflect P34

There are several ISO/TC 108 sub-committees which are paralleled by UK National Committees within the British Standards Institution, BS/GME/21:
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SC 2

Measurement and evaluation of mechanical vibration and shock as applied to machines, vehicles, and structures; GME/21/5

SC 3

Use and calibration of shock and vibration measuring instruments; GME/21/2

SC 4

Human exposure to mechanical vibration and shock; GME/21/6 and 3

SC 5

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines; GME/21/7

SC 6

Vibration and shock generating systems; GME/21/2.
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P32

current methodologies, and it takes time from identifying a project
to issuing a standard, often several years. The number of experts
available to work on standards is not unlimited. No standard is fit
for purpose unless all the terms are fully documented. The starting
point for vibration is the standard BS ISO 2041:2009, Mechanical
vibration, shock and condition monitoring - Vocabulary. This is
regularly reviewed as additional parameters and metrics are incorporated in other standards. Vocabulary standards are specific to
the work of sub-committee on human response to vibration in BS
ISO 5805:1997, Human exposure - Vocabulary and condition monitoring in BS ISO 13372:2012, Condition monitoring and diagnostics
of machines - Vocabulary.
Undoubtedly, of most interest to IOA members are the standards
work of SC3 and SC4. This article is an opportunity to provide an
update of current standards and with regard to the title to think
it out again in reviewing the situation. There are working groups
(WGs) actively reviewing existing standards and planning new
work items in each sub-committee and members may be assigned
to more than one WG.
In many instances international standards are published by
BSI with the prefix BS. A standard originating from the European
Committee for Standardization (CEN), designated as a European
Standard (EN), CEN member countries must comply with the
stipulation that the standard is given the status of a national
standard. On occasion an international standard may be given a BS
number even where it does not fit in with UK practices of measurement. A case being BS ISO 2631-1:1997 +A1:2010 issued by BSI in
2011 where the National Forward states the following, “Technical
Committee, GME/21/6, draws attention to the guidance given in
BS 6841:1987 (Guide to measurement and evaluation of human
exposure to whole-body mechanical vibration and repeated
shock) that offers clearer and more consistent provisions regarding
the evaluation of whole-body vibration with respect to human
responses”. The publishing by BSI was to meet the requirement
of the frequency weightings that are included in the UK Health
and Safety Regulations 2005 (Statutory Instrument 2005 No. 1093)
whereas BS 6841 specifies Wb for z axis measurements.
As noted earlier, ISO/TC 108 is the technical committee standardizing mechanical vibration. Where there may be a need for a
vibration standard within Europe, which is the responsibility of
CEN, then a joint committee under the Vienna agreement is set-up
with typically ISO taking the lead. The resulting standard is issued
by both ISO and CEN (EN ISO).
ISO/TC 108/SC 4, Human exposure to mechanical vibration and shock,
comprises the following WG’s:
WG 3

Hand transmitted vibration

WG 5

Biodynamic modelling

WG 8

Vibrotactile perception

WG 9

Application of ISO 2631-1 to railway vehicles

WG 12

Evaluation of vibration transmissibility of gloves

WG 13

Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

WG 14

Posture related to whole-body vibration

WG 16

Revision of ISO 5805:1997, Vocabulary

WG 17

Cold provocation tests

WG 18

Laboratory evaluation of marine seat shock isolation.

ISO/TC 108/SC 3, Use and calibration of shock and vibration measuring
instruments, comprises the following WGs:
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WG 1

Human response to vibration – Measuring instrumentation

WG 6

Calibration of vibration and shock transducers.
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So where to start? First of all to start at the beginning.
Traceability to physical vibration is paramount and the standards
covered by SC 3/WG 6 provide the traceability for sensitivity
and the procedures for documenting other important parameters. The earlier standard series ISO 5347 series, dating from
the 1990s, needed a complete overhaul and a new numbering
sequence. The ISO 16063 series of standards is concerned with
methods for the calibration of vibration and shock transducers
under both standard laboratory conditions and in the field. The
numbering sequence is Part 1 the basis concepts, Part 1X the
primary calibration standards (reference transducers), Part 2X
calibration by comparison to a reference transducer (working
transducers), Part 3X tertiary parameter (transverse sensitivity,
resonance) and Part 4X (seismometers, laser vibrometers and
field calibrators).
For a wide range of end users, the ability to perform a calibration check on site before commencing any measurement, the use
of a calibrator is important. As opposed to the field of acoustics
there is no standard for a ‘hand-held’ calibrator. A step forward
was introduced in Annex A in ISO 8041:2005, with reference
frequencies and magnitudes tabulated, and a note directing the
calibration of the field calibrator to use the procedure in ISO
16063-21. WG 6 has commenced work on a calibration standard
to be designated ISO 16063 Part 44: Calibration of field vibration
calibrators.
As an observation I have a split opinion as to the on-site “calibration” of a measuring instrument as in general instruments
have a calibration certificate which is traceable to a calibration
laboratory. This is a subject often debated in standards meetings.
An in-situ check or verification is good practice prior to or
following a measurement.
Of interest to all is the cost of the periodic calibrations such
instrumentation that has prompted the current revision of ISO
8041:2005. This has also brought to the fore the advances in
transducer technology where integrated MEMS transducers
have become more common in place of piezoelectric transducers. Therefore electrical testing for periodic testing is being
supplanted by vibration testing to include the transducer.
This brings me to the work being undertaken by SC 3/
WG 1. The revision of ISO 8041 Human response to vibration
– Measuring instrumentation, mentioned above, is nearing
completion with a new Annex to inform users on the expanded
uncertainty applicable in a measurement budget.
The next step in SC 3/WG 1 is the development of a standard
for what are commonly called dose meters. This standard has
the title of Human response to vibration – Personal vibration
exposure meter, referred to as a PVEM. There will also be a
Technical Report (TR) on instrumentation and equipment for
assessment of the daily vibration exposure in the workplace,
shortly to be registered as a preliminary work item (PWI).
Experience shows that there is a lack of awareness of the measurement uncertainty in the field of vibration measurement. DIN
published in August 2015 the specification DIN SPEC 45660-2
Leitfaden zum - 3 - Umgang mit der Unsicherheit in der Akustik
und Schwingungstechnik - Teil 2: Unsicherheit schwingungstechnischer Größen. It describes the fundamentals of the measurement uncertainty in the field of vibration measurement and
gives several examples of how to use it in practice. An English
translation Guide for dealing with uncertainty in acoustics and
vibration - Part 2: Uncertainty of vibration quantities is expected
to be published in February 2016.
There will therefore be guidance to consider the overall the
uncertainty of the measurement incorporation the uncertainty of
the site measurement and the measuring instrument.
In the UK there are few BS standards in vibration measurement, as in general international standards are renumbered. As
BSI is a P-Member of ISO/TC 108, there being 19 P-Members
around the world, the UK is very involved in the working groups.
However, where the required measurement parameter is not
included, be it a weighting or a metric, then a British Standard is
developed. Such a standard is BS 6472:2008. This is now under
revision as the current guidance incorporated had been derived
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fixed guideway transport systems and in the UK for vertical
motion. Use BS 6472-1:2008, Guide to evaluation of human
exposure to vibration in buildings, Part 1: Vibration sources other
than blasting for such assessment. This standard is currently
under review.
To complete the mechanical vibration picture velocity, directly
measured or derived from acceleration, is the parameter mainly
used in machinery monitoring. Vibration severity is retained
for instruments making repeated measurements for trend
monitoring that are not based on modern analogue to digital
conversion and numerical calculation of RMS. BS ISO 2954:2012,
Mechanical vibration of rotating and reciprocating machinery
-Requirements for instruments for measuring vibration severity is
the standard in this case.
Velocity in the form of Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) is often
specified for human response assessment for blasting. However,
PPV is also used for other shock type vibrations such as pile
driving whilst not being covered by a standard. In fact there
is no standard setting out the band limiting frequencies, the
band limiting filter characteristics or tolerance limits to ensure
consistent measurements. The UK standard for PPV measurements in buildings is BS 6472-2:2008, Guide to evaluation of
human exposure to vibration in buildings, Part 2: Blast-induced
vibration.
As in Fagin’s song in Oliver, having reviewed the situation,
maybe on further consideration I’d better think it out again.
Martin Armstrong is a founder member of the Measurement
and Instrumentation Group and has recently stepped down
as group secretary after 15 years. Martin has a background in
vibration since 1963 having worked for Derritron, LDS and B&K.
Martin is on several BSI/GME committees and represents the UK
on ISO/TC 108 committees on calibration and instrumentation.
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from historical data where Wg was the weighting used and not
enough accumulated experience using the weighting Wb was
available in 2008.
As mentioned above, within ISO/TC 108/SC 3/WG 1 a TR is
under development to provide clarity regarding the limitations
that can be expected when using different instrumentation
and equipment for the assessment of daily vibration exposure
in the workplace. Differences between instrumentation and
equipment features lead to results of varying reliability. By
defining guidance and terminology this TR will help the measurement process. Health and Safety Control of Vibration at
Work Regulation (Statutory Instrument 2005 No. 1093) sets
the exposure limit values and action values for hand-arm and
whole-body vibration. There are many routes to arriving at the
exposure assessment. There is no clear best practice to cover
the different approaches or guidance. Be it by direct measurement on the worker, pattern of work from direct measurement,
manufacturers published data with estimated usage or timing
the duration of tool operating times (tool timers). Each path
brings a different level of uncertainty to the assessment The TR
will provide guidance and terminology for instrumentation and
equipment for the assessment of daily vibration exposure in the
workplace according to the requirements of health and safety.
So far, though not having mentioned it, it is the root mean
square (RMS) acceleration in ms-2 that is the vibration value
documented, either band limited or weighted with band limiting.
For human response to vibration this is the case for health and
safety at work regulations. However, where vibration has a large
crest factor, and comfort is being assessed, then the parameter
to be derived is the root mean quad (RMQ) over the period of
measurement and recorded as the Vibration Dose Value (VDV)
with a value in ms-1.75. As noted above, Wb is the appropriate
weighting used for comfort, specified in railway applications,
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Graphene microphone ‘32 times more
sensitive than nickel device’

R

esearchers have invented a microphone made of grapheme
that is 32 times more sensitive than a nickel-based device.
Made by a team from the University of Belgrade, Serbia,
the condenser-type microphone is based on a vibrating membrane
consisting of 60 layers of graphene – a one atom thick layer
of carbon.
The team said they had grown the membrane on a nickel foil
using chemical vapour deposition, the most common method of
graphene manufacturing.
Once the graphene layer was created, the nickel foil was
removed and the resulting membrane placed into a shell of a
conventional microphone to ensure no other factors influenced
the measurement.
“We wanted to show that graphene, although a relatively
new material, has potential for real-world applications,” Marko
Spasenovic, an author of the paper, told Engineering and
Technology magazine.
“Given its light weight, high mechanical strength and flexibility,
graphene just begs to be used as an acoustic membrane material.”
The graphene mic picked up sounds at a level 15 decibels higher
than commercial devices, at frequencies of up to 11kHz.
The researchers then simulated a virtual microphone made of
300 layers of grapheme, rather than the 60 layered one they had

already built. They found that this enhanced version could pick up
sounds at ultrasonic frequencies up to 1 MHz, which is 50 times
higher than the upper limit of human hearing at 20 KHz.
This technology could be used to pick up sounds we cannot
currently hear, such as bats chirping, or to communicate
through materials like steel, which electromagnetic waves
cannot penetrate.
The major limiting factor to creating a
commercial graphene microphone is cost.

Word’s first tractor beam than can lift
and move objects using sound waves

A

team of researchers from the Universities of Bristol and
Sussex in collaboration with Ultrahaptics have built the
world’s first sonic tractor beam that can lift and move
objects using sound waves.
The technique, published in Nature Communications, could be
developed for a wide range of applications, for example a sonic
production line could transport delicate objects and assemble
them, all without physical contact. On the other hand, a miniature
version could grip and transport drug capsules or microsurgical
instruments through living tissue.
Asier Marzo, PhD student and the lead author, said: “It was an
incredible experience the first time we saw the object held in place
by the tractor beam. All my hard work has paid off, it’s brilliant.”
Bruce Drinkwater, Professor of Ultrasonics in the University
of Bristol’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, added: “We
all know that sound waves can have a physical effect. But here
we have managed to control the sound to a degree never previously achieved.”
Sriram Subramanian, Professor of Informatics at the University
of Sussex and co-founder of Ultrahaptics, explained: “In our device
we manipulate objects in mid-air and seemingly defy gravity.
Here we individually control dozens of loudspeakers to tell us an
optimal solution to generate an acoustic hologram that can manipulate multiple objects in real-time without contact.”
The researchers used an array of 64 miniature loudspeakers
to create high-pitch and high-intensity sound waves. The tractor
beam works by surrounding the object with high-intensity sound
and this creates a force field that keeps the objects in place. By
carefully controlling the output of the loudspeakers the object can
be either held in place, moved or rotated.
The team have shown that three different shapes of acoustic
force fields work as tractor beams. The first is an acoustic force
field that resembles a pair of fingers or tweezers. The second is an
acoustic vortex, the objects becoming stuck-in and then trapped at
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the core and the third is best described as a high-intensity cage that
surrounds the objects and holds them in place from all directions.
Previous work on acoustic studies had to surround the object
with loudspeakers, which limits the extent of movement and
restricts many applications. Last year, the University of Dundee
presented the concept of a tractor beam but no objects were held
in the ray.

Image courtesy of Asier Marzo,
Bruce Drinkwater and
Sriram Subramanian © 2015

The research team have created three-dimensional acoustic fields with
shapes such as fingers, twisters and cages. These acoustic fields are the
first acoustic holograms that can exert forces on particles to levitate and
manipulate them.
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Brain scans
illuminate emotional
response to sound

A

coustical engineers at Penn State University in the US are
using functional MRI to better understand room acoustics
and the emotions they can cause.
“Traditional methods of evaluating room acoustics use subjective rating methods and part of our study uses this method,” said
Michelle Vigeant, Assistant Professor of acoustics and architectural
engineering. “The other part uses fMRI to see how changes in
acoustics appear in the brain.”
fMRI measures brain activity by sensing changes in blood flow in
the brain, which is linked to brain activity.
“For room acoustics there are a lot of attributes that aren’t well
defined,” said Professor Vigeant. “We don’t know what changing

variables x, y or z will do. However, for reverberation, everyone
usually agrees on what is in a good range and what is not.”
To test the emotional response to reverberation, the researchers
use short pieces of music recorded in anechoic chambers.These
symphonic snippets are then altered to contain differing amounts
of reverberation.
Professor Vigeant and Martin S Lawless, a PhD student in
acoustics, tested five subjects each in both an fMRI simulator and
a real machine for about 70 images in each machine. At the same
time, they asked the subjects to rate the music on a scale from -2 to
+2 as unpleasant to pleasant. The researchers note that the number
of subjects is small, but also that each individual had seven scans
for each of the musical snippets with reverberation. They also note
that fMRI statistical analysis is relatively complex and can vary
depending on a study’s design.
“We used musicians as subjects because they are used to doing
critical listening,” said Mr Lawless. “They learn more quickly than
non-musicians, which means their answers are more reliable.”
The researchers reported their results in a recent issue of Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America Express Letters.

Scientist in the US show how sound can
be controlled by 3-D printing shapes

I

n creating what looks to be a simple children’s musical instrument – a xylophone with keys in the shape of zoo animals
– computer scientists at Columbia Engineering, Harvard, and
MIT in the US have demonstrated that sound can be controlled by
3D-printing shapes.
They designed an optimization algorithm and used computational
methods and digital fabrication to control acoustic properties—both
sound and vibration—by altering the shape of 2D and 3D objects.
“Our discovery could lead to a wealth of possibilities that
go well beyond musical instruments,” said Professor Changxi
Zheng, assistant professor of computer science at Columbia
Engineering, who led the research team. “Our algorithm could
lead to ways to build less noisy computer fans, bridges that don’t
amplify vibrations under stress, and advance the construction of
micro-electro-mechanical resonators whose vibration modes are
of great importance.”
Professor Zheng, who works in the area of dynamic, physics-based computational sound for immersive environments,
wanted to see if he could use computation and digital fabrication to actively control the acoustical property, or vibration, of
an object. Simulation of contact sounds has long interested the
computer graphics community, as has computational fabrication,
and, he explained: “We hoped to bridge these two disciplines and
explore how much control one can garner over the vibrational
frequency spectra of complex geometrics.”
Professor Zheng’s team decided to focus on simplifying the slow,

complicated, manual process of designing idiophones, musical
instruments that produce sounds through vibrations in the
instrument itself, not through strings or reeds. Because the surface
vibration and resulting sounds depend on the idiophone’s shape
in a complex way, designing the shapes to obtain desired sound
characteristics is not straightforward, and their forms have been
limited to well-understood designs such as bars that are tuned by
careful drilling of dimples on the underside of the instrument.
To demonstrate their new technique, the team settled on
building a “zoolophone,” a metallophone with playful animal
shapes (a metallophone is an idiophone made of tuned metal
bars that can be struck to make sound, such as a glockenspiel).
Their algorithm optimized and 3D-printed the instrument’s keys
in the shape of colourful lions, turtles, elephants, giraffes, and
more, modelling the geometry to achieve the desired pitch and
amplitude of each part.
“Our zoolophone’s keys are automatically tuned to play notes on
a scale with overtones and frequency of a professionally produced
xylophone,” said Professor Zheng, whose team spent nearly two
years on developing new computational methods while borrowing
concepts from computer graphics, acoustic modelling, mechanical
engineering, and 3D printing. “By automatically optimizing the
shape of 2D and 3D objects through deformation and perforation, we were able to produce such professional sounds that our
technique will enable even novices to design metallophones with
unique sound and appearance.”

A “zoolophone”
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‘Sand dune’ beach shelter
wins award for excellence

A

seafront shelter praised for its “fantastic” acoustics has won
a prestigious international award for excellence in structural engineering.
Designed by London-based architects Flanagan Lawrence
and structural engineers Expedition, the Stage by the Sea in
Littlehampton won the award for small projects at The Structural
Awards 2015, restricted to constructions costing under £2 million.
The curvaceous structure comprises two concrete spray
shells which offer shelter for beach-goers and an acoustic space
for performers.
Resembling the rolling sand dunes of the neighbouring beach,
it was commissioned following a competition organised by Arun
District Council in 2012.
Judges praised the shelter’s “simplicity and skilled craftsmanship”.
They said: “(we) greatly admired the way in which value for
money has been delivered to great effect through the structural engineers’ creative thinking and confidence in eschewing
complex techniques.
“The wave-like form follows the acoustic function beautifully,
and allowing gravity to pull the draped mesh of reinforcement into

The Stage by the Sea

shape, then using a hand-applied render to freeze it in position,
is masterful.”

Why sound waves could be the key to
faster computing

A

team from the Universities of Sheffield and Leeds
believe they may have found the answer to faster
computing: sound.
The research, published in Applied Physics Letters, has shown
that certain types of sound waves can move data quickly, using
minimal power.
The world’s 2.7 zettabytes (2.7 followed by 21 zeros) of data are
mostly held on hard disk drives: magnetic disks that work like
miniaturised record players, with the data read by sensors that
scan over the disk’s surface as it spins. But because this involves
moving parts, there are limits on how fast it can operate.
For computers to run faster, we need to create “solid-state”
drives that eliminate the need for moving parts – essentially
making the data move, not the device on which it is stored.
Flash-based solid-state disk drives have achieved this, and store
information electrically rather than magnetically. However,
while they operate much faster than normal hard disks, they
last much less time before becoming unreliable, are much more
expensive and still run much slower than other parts of a modern
computer, limiting total speed.
Creating a magnetic solid-state drive could overcome all of
these problems. One solution being developed is “racetrack
memory”, which uses tiny magnetic wires, each one hundreds
of times thinner than a human hair, down which magnetic “bits”
of data run like racing cars around a track. Existing research
into racetrack memory has focussed on using magnetic fields
or electric currents to move the data bits down the wires.
However, both these options create heat and reduce power
efficiency, which will limit battery life, increase energy bills and
CO2 emissions.
Dr Tom Hayward from the University of Sheffield and
Professor John Cunningham from the University of Leeds have
together come up with a completely new solution: passing sound
waves across the surface on which the wires are fixed. They also
found that the direction of data flow depends on the pitch of the
sound generated – in effect they “sang” to the data to move it.
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The sound used is in the form of surface acoustic waves – the
same as the most destructive wave that can emanate from an
earthquake. Although already harnessed for use in electronics
and other areas of engineering, this is the first time surface
acoustic waves have been applied to a data storage system.
Dr Hayward, from Sheffield’s Faculty of Engineering, said:
“The key advantage of surface acoustic waves in this application is their ability to travel up to several centimetres without
decaying, which at the nano-scale is a huge distance. Because of
this, we think a single sound wave could be used to ‘sing’ to large
numbers of nanowires simultaneously, enabling us to move a
lot of data using very little power. We’re now aiming to create
prototype devices in which this concept can be fully tested.”

Sound could make computers go faster
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Coating cancels acoustic scattering from
odd-shaped objects

A

team of researchers from the US Naval Research Laboratory
and the University of Texas at Austin has applied to acoustic
waves the concept of “scattering cancellation,” which has
long been used to systematically cancel the dominant scattering
modes of electromagnetic waves off objects.
The work provides fundamental new tools to control acoustic
scattering and should improve the ability to make acoustic measurements in the laboratory.
“Scientists have spent many years studying mathematical
solutions to discover how waves scatter from simple objects, such
as spheres or cylinders. In most cases, they’ve attempted to solve
the ‘forward problem’ to determine what the scattered field will
look like for a particular object,” said Matthew Guild, a National
Research Council postdoctoral research associate at the US Naval
Research Laboratory.
For scattering cancellation, a scattered field of zero is desirable,
so the team set out “to explore the ‘inverse problem’ of determining which coating properties could provide this result,” he
said. “It’s actually a bit tricky because there are so many possible
solutions – most, however, aren’t practical.”
A team at the Naval Research Laboratory previously focused on a
particular set of solutions involving polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
to make coated objects “feel” as if they have the same properties
as water. “These solutions are quite robust and can work for a wide
range of conditions,” Mr Guild pointed out.
The key significance of this work? It’s the “formulation of a
more general approach using acoustic scattering cancellation

for complex, odd-shaped objects,” said Mr Guild. Previously, the
approach was considered only for relatively simple shapes such as
solid spheres and cylinders.
“Using a coating that consists of two thin fluid layers, we theoretically demonstrated a significant reduction in scattering strength
and confirmed it via 3-D finite element model (FEM) simulations,” he explained. “To put the magnitude of this reduction
into perspective, in air this is equivalent to going from the level
of a ‘two-person conversation’ down to that of ‘rustling leaves.’
This effect works even when the coated object is placed next to
other objects.”
Perhaps the most relevant implications of the team’s work are its
potential to improve acoustic laboratory measurements. “A fundamental principle of probing and investigating physical systems is
that the measurement process can inherently disturb the system sometimes referred to as ‘the observer effect,’” said Mr Guild.
At the quantum level, this is quantified by the well-known
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. “While the uncertainty principle
doesn’t restrict macroscopic measurement devices, in practice
there are many other real-world limits on the measurements of
acoustic waves that can lead to a disruption of the sound field
being investigated,” he added.
For acoustic systems, this sound field disruption can be
minimized via a very small hydrophone. But “the electronics,
cabling, and housing necessary to make the hydrophone work –
and keep it protected from the environment - are often quite large
and can significantly disrupt the field,” Mr Guild said.
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Boss failed to protect staff against
hand-arm vibration syndrome

T

he owner of a stone masonry company has been fined £2,500
and ordered to pay nearly £2,000 in costs for failing to protect
the health of his workers from life-changing conditions,
including hand-arm vibration syndrome.
Employees of Thomas Bushby in Consett, County Durham
used vibrating tools including air hammers, but no assessment
was made of the risk from this and lower vibration tools were not
identified which would have greatly reduced exposure to vibration,
Consett magistrates’ court heard. The tools in use had very high
vibration levels meaning employees were likely to have been

exposed above the exposure limit value.
An employee of Thomas Bushby (trading as JLD Stone) was
diagnosed with hand-arm vibration syndrome in 2009 and another
was diagnosed with the condition in 2014.
The court also heard that Mr Bushby did not provide adequate
control of silica, exposure to which can cause silicosis and
lung cancer.
He pleaded guilty to offences under the Control of Vibration at
Work Regulations 2005 and the Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health Regulations 2002.

Anti-noise pollution scheme scoops
‘Oscar’ at Westminster awards ceremony

A

local authority has won national recognition for its
pioneering approach in attempting to cut noise pollution.
Brighton and Hove City Council was presented with an
award for innovation at the Noise Abatement Society’s annual
John Connell Awards held at the Houses of Parliament.
The council received the award for its Soundscape initiative
which takes into consideration the views of all “stakeholders”,
such as residents, local authorities, architects, town planners,
landscape designers, businesses and venues, when trying to
resolve noise issues.
Known as the industry’s “Oscars”, the awards, named after the
association’s founder, aim to recognise organisations and individuals who have made outstanding contributions to reducing
noise nuisance.
Other winners were:
• Local authority: the Isle of Anglesey County Council for introducing a noise control system for the island’s motor racing
circuit and establishing a stakeholders’ liaison group.

• Enterprise in quiet logistics: Abbey Logistics Group for introducing the first “Silent” DAF trucks to the UK to ensure
quieter deliveries.
• Silent approach: Broxtowe Council and Terberg Matec UK for
introducing Terberg Matec UK quiet electric bin lifts for waste
collection vehicles.
• Technology: DHL for its bespoke concept delivery truck that has
been designed to be “safe, clean and quiet”.
• Soundscape: Plantronics for its new headquarters, which
features designed acoustic zones to encourage “inspired living
and working”, thereby increasing productivity and wellbeing.
• Quiet Mark: John Lewis for acknowledging the effect of noise
in people’s lives and the importance of giving customers more
information about the sound of the products they buy for
their homes.
• Lifetime achievement: Professor Lex Brown, Griffith University,
Australia for his outstanding contribution in raising the profile of
noise pollution as a critical environmental.

Stephen Turner, Director of Stephen Turner Acoustics (far left), with representatives of Brighton and Hove City Council and Bob Neill, MP for Bromley & Chislehurst
and host of the John Connell Awards 2015, together with Lisa Lavia, Managing Director, Noise Abatement Society
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Wind farms
cumulative impact
assessment

E

TSU-R-97 requires that noise from all wind farms cumulatively shall not exceed the limits derived in accordance with
that document. As more wind farms and individual turbines
are applied for and consented, the assessment procedures
become more complex and the planning conditions required to
take this into account become more difficult to formulate.
Whilst detailed guidance is needed, this would take some time
and this article sets out our agreed view, or range of views, on
some of the factors surrounding the issue in the hope that it might
assist consultants and planning authorities in dealing with cumulative noise in the interim.
We emphasise that this article represents the views of the
authors and has no “official” status.

When should a cumulative assessment
be done?

For reasons of consistency with the IOA GPG1 (1.2.1) we will relate
this to developments with a total power output rating of more than
50 kW. Where we refer to wind farms that includes single turbines.
The first question which arises is “at which stage of its development should a neighbouring wind farm be included in a
cumulative assessment”. It is generally agreed amongst us that
all neighbouring wind farms that are operational or consented
and all developments “ahead” of the application development in
the planning queue should initially be considered. We also agree
that generally other sites that are at a pre-application stage, e.g.
scoping, should not be included. This may mean that further/
supplementary information may be required for planning applications that entered the planning queue before the application
but after the assessment was prepared. Wind farms that have been
refused by the planning authority but are at appeal might also
need to be considered but the status of these is a planning matter
and needs to be discussed with the planning authority. It is always

advisable that the exact extent of the cumulative assessment is
agreed between the applicant and the planning authority.
Once this is agreed, the next stage in the assessment process
is to decide which existing, consented and proposed wind farms
should be included because they are close enough to the application development to contribute to the cumulative impact. The
IOA GPG defines whether a wind farm is close enough by saying
that a cumulative assessment should be made “if the proposed
wind farm produces noise levels within 10 dB of any existing wind
farm/s” (at 5.1.4) but not “where noise from the proposed wind
farm is predicted to be 10 dB greater than that from the existing
wind farm” (at 5.1.5). In this article we have used the term
“existing” to mean the constructed, consented and proposed wind
farms that have been included in the cumulative assessment other
than the application development.
Depending on the number of developments in the area it
might be appropriate to carry out an initial filter based on some
sample calculations or on fixed distances based on experience.
The consensus is that, since it is becoming increasingly common
to identify receptors by taking those within the 35 dB contour for
single wind farms, the 35 dB cumulative contour would be appropriate for a cumulative assessment. Our first suggestion is shown
in Figure 1 where the 35 dB cumulative contour for all the existing
wind farms is drawn and the 35 and 25 dB contours for the application wind farm. Those to be included are all receptors 1) inside
the 35 dB application contour, plus 2) all those lying inside BOTH
the 25 dB application contour AND the 35 dB cumulative contour
for the existing wind farms. So, in Figure 1, R1 and R2 fulfil test 2
and R3 fulfils Test 1, so they are all included. R5 and R6 fail both
tests so they are excluded. However, as shown in the numerical
table, R4 fails both tests but should be included because the

Figure 1 – Example cumulative case and receptor selection
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overall cumulative level is more than 35dB and the difference is
less than 10dB. So some manual inclusions may be necessary in
practice if this method is used.
An alternative method is shown in Figure 2. The red line is the
35 dB cumulative level for BOTH wind farms. The orange zone is
where the difference between the total sound pressure level of the
application turbines and that of the existing turbines is less than
10 dB. The receptors to be considered are thus those within both
the orange zone and the red line.
Whichever of these two methods is used, there are details to be
considered in calculating the noise levels used to form the contour
lines. Some of us would like to see consented limits rather than
predicted sound pressure levels, concave ground correction and
valley correction included at this stage. However, the process of

Figure 2 – Alternative example

carrying out this part of the assessment is not easy and the final
method may depend, amongst other things, on what software is
used. Moreover, some wind farms may adopt sector management
where the sound output of the turbines is varied according to
wind speed and direction in order to meet limits. This means that,
if the details of the management scheme are known, there will be
different contour plots for different wind conditions but, if they
are not, it may not be possible to draw an accurate contour plot at
all. In the latter case the assumption has to be made that there are
no reduced modes operating.

How a cumulative assessment may be done

At this stage we should have a list of potential receptors and wind
farms for which a cumulative assessment is required, though the
list may be refined as the assessment progresses. It is important
to note that the assessment is receptor based – that is to say each
receptor has to be considered individually. There are several
ways that the assessment might be done but there are two that
are commonly used. Method one is to calculate the noise levels
from the application site plus noise from existing wind farms and
demonstrate whether or not this meets the appropriately derived
ETSU-R-97 limits. Method two is to calculate noise levels from the
existing wind farms, (except those on the application site), and
then subtract this figure (logarithmically) from the appropriately
derived ETSU-R-97 cumulative limits and compare the result with
the predicted noise levels for the application. This has been called
the “remaining noise budget” (RNB) method by Hayes McKenzie.
The two methods may amount to the same thing but the second
may provide clearer individual noise limits for the application development.
In either case all turbine noise calculations should be carried
out using the procedure in IOA GPG. SWL in this article shall be
taken to mean the sound power level plus appropriate addition
for uncertainty of a particular turbine or turbines as set out in
IOA GPG as the starting point for the propagation calculations.
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Figure 3 – Background noise levels in opposite wind directions
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However, the IOA GPG requires that consented limits are used
instead of predicted noise levels as input to the assessment
except in cases where there is significant headroom. In order
to deal with these conflicting requirements in a structured
manner, we can calculate the noise at an affected receptor from
an existing wind farm by using the SWL of the candidate turbine
(or actual turbine if known) plus an additional uplift of X dB at all
wind speeds.
This sound power level is capped, if necessary, for all the
turbines at each operating or consented wind farm (that is to say
those wind farms that have been assigned planning conditions)
so as to avoid a breach of that wind farm’s individual noise limits
at the “controlling” property. Alternatively, where, in order to
meet existing noise limits, not all the turbines on an individual
existing site are being operated in the same way for all wind
conditions it may be preferable to apply this cap to the predicted
sound pressure levels at one or more of the assessment locations.
For both methods, this capping should take account of any tones
that incurred a penalty. Again it is advisable to consult with the
planning authority to establish whether it has developed any
policy in this respect.
It should be noted that the controlling receptor in any wind
direction may not be the nearest receptor. The turbine noise
level at a receptor further away may be higher (for example due
to valley effect or lack of barrier effect) or the limits at a receptor
further away may be lower. This can be due to either lower background noise levels at the further receptor or the application of
“financially involved” limits at the closer receptor. Lower backgrounds at a further location can happen for example where the
nearest receptor is at the bottom of a valley with water noise but
the controlling receptor is up the hill on the opposite side of the
valley to the wind farm.
There are various ways of assigning a value to “X”. It could be
determined by carrying out a risk assessment of the likelihood
of an increase in noise level (or in tones requiring a penalty)

Contributions

but some methodology would have to be adopted for this. Wind
farms that have been operating for some time without apparently exceeding the limit might be considered for a low value of
“X” if a compliance study has already been carried out for the
scheme which indicates predicted levels are achieved. On the
other hand unbuilt consented developments with significant
headroom could use it all up by changing the candidate turbine.
Alternatively, a blanket value of “X” can be agreed with the
planning authority. Figures that have been suggested generally
range from 2 dB to 5 dB. An example2 of such guidance, as
currently proposed in draft form by Cornwall Council, is shown
for information in Table 1.
In the case of concurrent applications, the use of apportioned or
shared noise limits can be useful, as discussed in IOA GPG 5.4.2.
At each receptor, the sound pressure level needs to be calculated for each of the turbines in each of the developments. This
may be done without applying any attenuation for wind direction
or by taking wind direction into account and we suggest the
choice is left to the applicant, though ignoring wind direction will
tend to over-state the turbine noise levels. General calculation
methods are set out in the IOA GPG in Section 5 and directivity
calculations in the IOA GPG at 4.4. It should be noted that the
additional attenuation due to direction depends on the distance of
the receptor from each turbine.
Combining tonal and non-tonal contributions from individual wind farms to give a cumulative result can be problematic. Different results can be obtained depending on whether
the tonal penalty is included in the individual contributions
that are summed or whether the individual contributions are
added without the penalty and the appropriate penalty added
to the cumulative sum. The latter is mathematically correct but,
particularly if the tonal wind farm is quieter than others, the
presence of the other wind turbines may reduce the audibility of
tones meaning that if the whole individual penalty is added to
the cumulative noise the effect of the tone will be exaggerated. A
common sense approach may need to be adopted and the method
used to calculate cumulative totals with tonal noise should
be stated.
All methods also require that an appropriate notional cumulative noise limit is established. This should be done in accordance with ETSU-R-97 taking into account that some planning
authorities have alternative limits. Note that the cumulative limit
need not however be specified as a planning condition – this is
discussed further below.
Some planning authorities may adopt a policy of permitting
turbines without a cumulative assessment if more stringent limits
are applied than normal ETSU-R-97 limits. Denbighshire may
allow this provided that the noise level from a single turbine does
not exceed 32 dB (LA90) or a large wind farm 35 dB or 3 dB above
background noise level at any receptor, other than those which
are financially involved.

Background noise levels

Table 1 - Correction factor to be applied in a cumulative noise assessment to
predicted sound levels of consented turbines

One of the other issues that can be problematic is what background noise measurements should be used in formulating the
limits. This arises because it is often difficult or even impossible
to measure background noise for a later application without the
influence of existing wind turbine noise. The fact that existing
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turbines cannot be heard when the consultant sets up the
equipment is not necessarily an indication that there will be no
influence from turbine noise!
If the background noise has been appropriately assessed for
an earlier development, measurements may have already been
taken at the required receptor or suitable proxy. It may be possible
to use these provided that it can be shown that they have been
properly done in accordance with current practice and that there
is no reason to expect a substantial change in background noise
levels in the intervening period. However, it needs to be borne in
mind that the background noise is plotted against wind speed and
wind speeds on the two sites may not be similar. If sufficient information is available it may be that data can be adjusted to allow for
any differences.
Measuring total noise and deducting calculated noise from
existing turbines is a methodology which is sometimes used but
this needs to be treated with caution because it can produce
anomalous results. For example, it is not uncommon for the total
noise including turbines to be less than the calculated turbine
noise. In addition, the consultant would need to know whether all
the turbines were operating or what modes they were operating in
during the measurements. An alternative is to measure background noise levels and filter out wind directions likely to be
influenced by existing turbines, provided that such filtering does
not in itself result in elevated background noise levels which are
likely to be atypical of background noise levels when downwind of
the proposed development.
For example Figure 3 shows background noise levels on a site
filtered for winds in the western half and winds in the eastern half
of the compass. The difference may be due to different shielding
of the noise measurement location or to different shielding of the
anemometer mast even if there is no difference in the types of
noise sources in the two directions.

Planning conditions in cumulative situations

A cumulative condition is one that makes the operator of the
application wind farm responsible for the noise level of their own
wind farm cumulatively with other wind farms in the area – either
all of them or specific named ones. The subject of cumulative
conditions is still a matter of debate. Some of us consider that
cumulative conditions should never be imposed and that they
are not enforceable. Most of us consider that they are usually not
desirable because of potential difficulties of enforcement. Each
application has to be considered on its merits. Extensions to
existing wind farms are a special case. The original noise conditions can be extended to the new wind farm as a whole without
difficulty provided they are both under the control of the same
operator. Wording for these conditions needs to be structured
with care to avoid full limits being applied to both parts of the
wind farm.
There is a move in some local authorities to limit turbine noise
to the calculated turbine noise levels in the ES. This has the
advantage that it does not leave “unused” capacity within the
noise budget. However such an approach may be problematic
if the noise limits can only be met by a single make/model of
turbine. It also has a number of disadvantages when it comes to
compliance testing because limits at low wind speeds may be
below background noise and also because it makes it more likely
that the first stage of compliance testing will be inconclusive and
the second stage of turning turbines off need to be implemented.
This makes the compliance assessment process protracted. One
solution is to apply a margin over the calculated turbine noise
of, say, 2 dB – provided that this does not result in a breach of
either the individual or cumulative wind farm limits, however this
may not remedy the problem of limits being below background.
Alternatively, the whole ETSU-R-97 limit can be shifted up or
down as illustrated in the IOA GPG Figure 7. However, there is
far from a consensus in this area with many consultants strongly
favouring a working margin over the sound pressure levels in
the ES, and the retention of a fixed lower limit with local authorities and others concerned that limits are already used up in
many cases.
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Where a receptor has a financial involvement in one wind farm
it is entitled to the higher financially involved (FI) limit only for
that wind farm. Cumulatively the receptor should also be given
the notional higher FI limit where the cumulative assessment
includes the wind farm which the receptor is involved with.

What have we left out?

What we have set out here only scratches the surface of the
problem. There are other issues that arise from the assessment of
cumulative impact that we have not covered or only referred to
in passing. These may all have to be borne in mind in a cumulative assessment.
• Wind speeds may be different on the different sites.
• Some sites may have limits based on measured 10m height wind
speeds and some using standardised wind speeds. There may
also be smaller differences in noise limits due to background
noise measurements being related to 10m wind standardised
from different hub heights.
• Some existing turbines may be constrained to various noise
modes depending on wind conditions. This means that if a
margin over calculated turbine noise is used, then this may vary
according to such conditions. This fact may not be appreciated
by the assessor of the new wind farm.
• As alluded to earlier, cumulative assessments often end up
with limits giving the operator little or no margin. This may
make compliance testing more difficult, take longer and be
more controversial.
• Mitigation of noise levels by sector management – the use
of low noise modes in certain wind directions and speeds to
meet limits – is increasingly used for cumulative assessments.
Although this may result in a compliant maximum noise level,
that maximum may be present for a wider range of conditions.
In addition, levels may be higher in other conditions than they
would have been had there been no sector management but
quieter turbines were used. There may therefore be a higher
“noise dose” at the receptor than otherwise.
• The assessment of cumulative noise can be very complex and is
it unreasonable to expect a developer of a 70 kW single turbine
to carry out the same degree of work as the developer of a 70
MW wind farm? On the other hand is it reasonable since the
impact on residential amenity might be the same?
• Following the Gorsedd Bran decision3 the planning authority
may also have a policy that receptors are entitled to the reduction
in noise that a change in wind direction brings rather than
seeking to encourage development to surround the receptor,
albeit within ETSU-derived noise limits. This is a contentious
point and may not be accepted by some consultants.
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Music amplification using hearing aids
By Robert Fulford, Alinka Greasley and Harriet Crook

Background

In 2011, the charity Action on Hearing Loss estimated that there are
over 10 million deaf and hearing impaired people in the UK. Of these,
approximately 1.4 million people wear hearing aids regularly, but it
is suggested that an additional 4 million people would benefit from
wearing hearing aids (HAs). There are a number of uptake issues with
current HA technology. For example, they carry a social stigma associated with old age and disability and make the ‘invisible disability’ of
deafness visible to others. Unlike glasses for vision, they are not corrective, and require the user to wear their HAs for long periods of time to
allow their auditory brains to become accustomed to the new sounds.
HAs increase the audibility of speech sounds using digital signal
processing (DSP), which facilitates verbal communication between
people. Audiologists and hearing aid dispensers apply gain profiles to
HAs that suit an individuals’ pattern of hearing loss as identified in their
audiogram, using an evidence based prescriptive rationale.
In recent years however, the success of cochlear implant (CI)
technology has prompted increased attention from researchers and
practitioners. The ‘switch-on’ moment is an extremely powerful
moment for people with very little access to speech previously and,
as a wider awareness of candidacy develops, the benefits of CIs are
being extended to people in later stages of their life with roughly 10,000
users currently in the UK. An unexpected positive outcome of the new
implant technology is that people who had very little access to music
previously can be exposed to new levels of musical experience. This
has prompted a new wave of research into music perception using CIs
and some people are gaining significant quality of life benefits from
music perception even where speech perception may nonetheless be
poor even post implantation. When it comes to music however, there

seems to have been far less recent research on HAs than CIs, despite
there being roughly 100 times the number of users of the former in the
UK. What little research does exist suggests that issues to do with music
listening using HAs may arise due to a mismatch between this use and
their intended purpose, to amplify speech. This report summarises
issues relating to the use of HAs for music listening and reflects a paper
given during the Musical Acoustics Group’s conference at Kingston
University, entitled Hearing impairment and the enjoyment and performance of music in on 9 July 2015.

Reports from D/deaf musicians

In 2010, 11 musicians with varying levels of deafness (mild, moderate,
severe and profound) were interviewed about a broad range of topics
relating to their music-making including their personal background,
musical experiences, history of hearing loss, hearing aids and use in
music-making, interactive music-making, rehearsal, performance
and teaching; and feeling music using vibrations (Fulford, Ginsborg,
& Greasley, 2015). Five participants had a congenital deafness and six
had acquired their impairment during their lifetime and the sample
included musicians Paul Whittaker and Evelyn Glennie. The study
revealed that while vibrations are sometimes perceived, it is predominantly the use of visual and physical cues that are relied upon in group
performance in order to stay in time, and in tune, with their co-performers. A large proportion of the findings also related to the technological challenges presented by relying on hearing aids during music
listening or performance.
For those born with severe or profound deafness, the transition from
old-style analogue aids to digital HAs in the mid-1990s was reported to
be difficult. These musicians were often dissatisfied with their newer
P50
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digital HAs, reporting they ‘distorted’ musical sounds and were not
perceived to be as powerful as older analogue aids with their wide
frequency range and linear amplification. Ruth, a profoundly deaf
flautist stated, “When my analogue hearing aids go, my music career
is finished”. Many participants reported pitch distortion effects which
they attributed to digital HAs. These distortions may be the result of
wide dynamic range compression (WDRC), noise reduction or feedback
cancellation systems. For example, one singer with severe deafness
reported sudden drops in volume perhaps resulting from automatic
gain control (AGC): “They program them so that when you get to a
certain pitch or level or volume – and the whole thing just suddenly drops
– and it’s like ‘Oh my God, what happened there?’ So you have to make
sure that your hearing aid isn’t programmed like that – you don’t want
any overly intelligent hearing aid”. As one might expect, issues with
the amplification of music using HAs manifested as challenges in the
music-making situation itself. Anthony, a professional orchestral string
player with a moderate-to-severe deafness, uses expensive digital HAs
that cannot be seen as they sit completely in the ear canal; furthermore
the volume control and settings for speech and music can be adjusted
discreetly during rehearsals using an external remote control device:
“The real essence of the problem I have is that I need one sort of hearing
aid help for playing and I need another sort for interacting and speaking
during those rehearsals.”.
Thankfully, many results were more positive; most of the musicians
reported that HAs, whether digital or analogue, provide a level of access
to music that would otherwise be simply impossible. Their reports
suggested that obtaining the best HAs could be expensive and time
consuming; many comments revealed how much effort was required
to obtain the best technology to meet their specific needs as musicians,
working with audiologists over extended periods and often attending
private clinics. Sought-after technologies include small completelyin-canal HAs for discretion and volume controls to manage changes
between speech and music during rehearsals. Most digital HAs are sold
with the capacity to deliver more than one program, for example, one
for ‘speech in noise’ and another for music listening. It was hypothesised that musical HA users would have, and use, a music programme
however, many participants in this sample were not able to confirm
either way, and if they were, did not always use the music programme
consistently for music listening or performance. Another issue was the
degree to which HA users take the time to adapt to the new soundworld that their digital HAs provide. The need for specific aural rehabilitation has been explored in the context of music perception for CI users
(for example, Music rehabilitation for cochlear implant users by Rachel
van Besouw, University of Southampton) and it is likely that similar
principles may apply for hearing aid users.
In sum, the reports of D/deaf musicians support that digital HA technology may be problematic for music listening and further studies are
now needed to clarify the extent to which issues with music listening
are prevalent in the wider population, in particular for non-musicians. A recent survey by Sara Madsen and Brian Moore has provided
evidence that music listening can indeed be a problem in a predominantly non-musician sample (Madsen & Moore, 2014). The researchers
surveyed responses from 523 HA users and found that over a third
experienced acoustic feedback during music listening, a specific kind
of distortion caused by the over-amplification of a particular frequency
producing a ‘whistling’ noise. Live music was also found to be particularly problematic although people with mild deafness were found to
report less distortion than those with severe or profound deafness
(presumably because less gain is applied to their HAs reducing the
risk of distortion due to output peak clipping). The researchers also
found that people with some form of frequency lowering (or frequency
shifting) algorithm in their HAs experienced significantly less feedback.
Such reports can be attributed to the use of feedback cancellation
systems, A/D converters and automatic gain control (AGC), but the
research remains exploratory.

Research into DSP and music amplification

A number of DSP techniques have already been mentioned,
including WDRC, AGC, frequency shifting (or transposition) and peak
clipping, all of which aim to improve speech audibility and protect
the hearing of the user. Yet the anecdotal evidence above suggests
that DSP designed to amplify speech may cause problems for music
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listening. Music has far larger dynamic and frequency ranges than
speech and larger crest factors (defined as the difference between
the signal peak and the root mean square (RMS) value) and, while
human speech is relatively consistent between speakers, musical
sounds vary enormously depending on the instrument, ensemble and
compositional style (Chasin & Russo, 2004). One of the most common
forms of DSP in modern HAs is a form of amplification compression
called Wide Dynamic Range Compression (WDRC) which applies
more gain for quieter sounds and less for louder ones (for example
0-100dB compressed to 50-100dB). WDRC enhances speech sounds
and addresses the issue of ‘loudness recruitment’ where the range
between inaudible sounds and uncomfortably loud sounds becomes
dramatically reduced as a result of a hearing impairment, by restoring
loudness growth. Researchers have examined the effects of WDRC on
music perception parameters in the lab and two very recent studies are
summarised below.
Croghan, Arehart and Kates (2014) of the University of Colorado
focused their attention on two attributes of the WDRC system in
order to explore which parameters affect musical preference ratings;
compression release times and the number of processing channels
across the frequency range. Release times represent the time taken for
the WDRC system to react to a reduction in the signal level and were
set up to be either fast-acting (50ms) or slow-acting (1000ms). A linear
amplification condition was also included. The number of processing
channels was manipulated and two conditions were created with three
channels and 18 channels respectively. For each WDRC condition,
18 participants used earphones to listen to two musical excerpts, one
rock and one classical. They were then asked to rate their musical
preferences in a forced-choice, paired comparison task in which all
combinations of conditions were presented in a repeated measures
design. Results showed that, for classical music, both slow WDRC and
linear amplification produced significantly higher preference ratings
than the fast WDRC condition, while the number of channels did not
significantly affect preferences. For rock music, slow WDRC was again
preferred to fast WDRC but this time, linear amplification was preferred
to slow WDRC. For rock music, the three-channel condition was
preferred to the 18-channel condition.
So what was it specifically about the musical sound that affected
people’s preference ratings? Croghan et al proposed that faster WDRC
reduces both the size of the crest factors and therefore the overall
dynamic contrasts, distorting the temporal envelope. The negative
effect of fast WDRC was especially pronounced for the classical music
excerpt in this study, perhaps because dynamic ranges are far wider in
classical than pop or rock genres. Increasing the number of processing
channels may have caused over-amplification of higher frequencies
in the rock music excerpt which may have been problematic for some
users. The team proposed that clinicians should slow the release time
of any WDRC system or even use a linear profile if possible to optimise
music listening. The researchers note that, while many manufacturers
include music programmes with their HAs, the WDRC profile in music
programmes is rarely altered from speech profiles and as such this may
cause distortion (Croghan et al., 2014).
Fast-acting WDRC is shown to be detrimental to music preference measures due to the effect it has on the signal envelope, yet the
enjoyment of music depends on far more than being able to perceive a
full dynamic range of ‘louds and softs’. So what other aspects of music
perception might be affected by DSP in modern HAs? A second group
of researchers recently attempted to get closer to this question by
examining the effects of WDRC parameters on another higher-order,
musical percept: the ability to hear individual instruments (Madsen,
Stone, McKinney, Fitz, & Moore, 2015). In this study, 10 participants
were asked whether the target instrument/voice was heard more
clearly in one of two extracts in a forced –choice, paired comparison
task. The researchers wanted to identify whether cross modulation,
defined as interference between the envelopes of background and
target signals caused by WDRC, may affect task performance. To do
this, they used two types of WRDC, one applied to separate recordings
of each instrument/voice prior to mixing, and one applied to the final
mix of all instrument/voices. As before, a linear amplification condition
was also created. Compression speeds included attack times as well as
release times, that is, the length of time the system takes to respond to
loud signals and subsequent softer ones. The attack/release times were
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10/100ms for fast-acting and 50/3000ms for slow-acting WDRC. As
the task was sensitive to auditory training, and to control for any prior
musical training, participants were presented with the target instrument/voice before the stimuli pair.
Unlike Croghan et al (2014), no significant differences in clarity
judgments between slow- and fast-acting compression were found.
The team therefore concluded that no effects of cross modulation were
identified and, in comparing their findings with those of Croghan et al
(2014), suggested that compression speed may affect musical percepts
other than the ability to pick out individual parts. The team found that
linear amplification produced significantly better clarity ratings than
either slow- or fast-acting WDRC and suggested that “the deleterious
effect of compression can be partly explained by changes in the shape
of the temporal envelope or by the reduction of spectral contrast”
(Madsen et al., p. 1876).

Clinical applications

We are only just beginning to understand fully how HA amplification affects the perception of music and thus the success of music
listening experiences. Complexities at all stages of the process – from
the heterogenous nature of musical acoustical input, the various DSP
techniques applied within the HA, to the higher-level abstraction of
musical information in the auditory brain – contribute to the challenge.
Nevertheless, a small number of practitioners have attempted to
provide practical advice for audiologists and fitters in the clinic, in
particular Marshall Chasin of the Musicians’ Clinics of Canada. A
special issue of Hearing Research was devoted to research on auditory
neuroscience and music and in this issue Chasin and Hockley (2014)
made the following practical suggestions. Audiologists may 1) set
similar WDRC parameters for speech and music settings (contradicting
Croghan et al. (2014)), 2) use 6dB less gain for music than for a ‘speech
in noise’ programme, 3) adjust frequency bandwidths depending on
level of hearing loss (e.g. broader bandwidths for mild to moderate
losses or those which are relatively flat across the frequency spectrum)
and 4) turn off feedback cancellation and noise reduction systems.
Similarly, HA users may 1) turn down the volume of the musical input
(not always possible in live performances) while turning up the volume
on the HA, 2) remove the HA altogether for music listening, 3) use tape
to cover the microphone of the HA to reduce the input level prior to the
analogue/digital (A/D) conversion and/or 4) for practising musicians,
change their musical instrument. Although this final option may appear
drastic, a number of D/deaf musicians interviewed by Fulford et al.
(2015) had indeed changed their musical instrument to better fit the
frequency range of their residual hearing.
The success of these clinical suggestions may depend on technology
provided by HA manufacturers and the functionality of software accessible to audiologists in their clinics. Hearing aid manufacturers have
responded to market demand to make HAs smaller and more discreet
and patients can now purchase extremely small ‘completely-in-canal’
HAs that are barely visible. However, multi-channel compression and
complex DSP algorithms require greater battery power in the HA which
is a challenge as packaging becomes smaller. Similar WDRC systems
may be applied within HAs for both speech and music and, while there
is disagreement about whether this is beneficial for music, Chasin and
Hockley (2014) propose that the A/D conversion is the biggest limitation of HAs in handling musical signals. In any case, improvements to
music programmes and custom amplification depend on a practitioner’s ability to adjust not only parameters of WDRC but also frequency
bandwidths, feedback cancellation and other noise reduction or
peak clipping algorithms. Furthermore, pure-tone audiometry used
to assess patient’s level of hearing in the clinic primarily measures
intensity thresholds but does not provide information about a patient’s
ability to resolve frequency or temporal information, both of which are
important in music perception and are known to be negatively affected
in various ways by hearing impairments. A deeper understanding of the
relationships between DSP, distortion in music and musical perception
parameters is therefore needed, including the effects of background
and correlational factors such as musical training and age.

Future directions

The idea that more linear forms of amplification produce better results
for music listening (than the non-linear amplification provided by
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WDRC systems) seems to recur in the research findings. Currently,
manufacturers are in the process of creating hybrid HAs that allow
an analogue input signal to be compressed before any DSP is applied
which would preserve more of the signal and reduce distortion (Chasin
& Hockley, 2014), but further research is needed to explore which
features of linear amplification could be incorporated in modern digital
HAs to improve users’ music listening experiences. Other technologies including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and T-loop connectivity and assistive
listening devices (ALDs) are also having a positive impact on HA users’
access and enjoyment of music. A number of manufacturers provide
streaming devices that allow users to connect their HAs directly to
sources of music such as their phone, computer or TV. These technologies can also allow users to bypass or independently manipulate
the amplification of ambient noise and music, effectively providing
a bespoke combination of amplification, attenuation and noise
reduction technology.
It is said that prevention is better than cure, and it is not surprising
that NIHL due to loud music exposure has received more public media
attention than the issue of music amplification using HAs. However,
with the number of people with hearing impairments set to rise to
14.5m by 2031 as the population ages, further research in this field has
the potential to improve quality of life for millions of HA users in the UK
alone and might also help increase the uptake and use of HA technology in the longer term. Research funded by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council is currently being undertaken by the present authors
aiming to explore issues with music listening via a clinical interview
study and national surveys. Further information about the project can
be found at www.musicandhearingaids.org.uk.
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Update

Brüel & Kjær acquires long-standing
US partner Sound Answers

B

rüel & Kjær has acquired Sound
Answers, an engineering services
company based in Michigan, USA,
which specialises in noise and vibration.
The two companies had been strategic

partners for nine years with a long track
record of joint projects.
Alan Humphrey, Brüel & Kjær Vice
President, Global Sales & Services, said:
“We’ve always recognised the high added

value that our relationship with Sound
Answers has brought to our business in the
US. Now we have the opportunity to make
that impact globally. We look forward to
working with our new colleagues.”

Ultrahaptics gets
£10.1 million funding boost

A

leading developer of technology
that uses ultrasound to create tactile
sensations in mid-air has been awarded
£10.1 million to grow its business globally.
The new investment, led by Woodford
Investment Management, will allow Bristolbased Ultrahaptics to work with manufacturers
in different markets as well as reaching new
markets and customers.
Ultrahaptics, a spin-out company based on
research developed at the University of Bristol
by PhD student Tom Carter, has developed a
unique technology that brings back the sense
of touch to touchless interfaces by feeling
without touching.
The system uses ultrasound to project
sensations through the air and directly onto
the user, revolutionising how people interact
with computers, automobiles and consumer
goods. Users can feel touchless buttons, get
feedback for mid-air gestures or interact with
virtual objects.

The start-up company’s ultrasonic haptic
technology is being licensed into various
markets including consumer electronics,
household appliances and the car industry. The
company already has several leading businesses enrolled onto its evaluation programme.
Steve Cliffe, CEO of Ultrahaptics, said: “The
company is engaged with Tier 1 manufacturers
in multiple markets and the investment from
Woodford Investment Management will allow
us to fulfil this demand and address additional
markets and customers.”

A touchless button being used to operate a laptop
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Update

Enfonic’s new website
offers on-line hire facility

E

nfonic’s new website enables customers
to hire noise and vibration monitoring
equipment online.
Customers can manage their own account
online. Special features of the site include
a quick-hire portal, the ability to view and
re-book previous hires and a detailed support

section where customers can access userguides, calibration certs and FAQs.
Product pages offer photos, technical specs
and prices plus recommended accessories and typical applications. Application
overviews, useful links and case studies
work together to give a detailed overview

of acoustic solutions across a wide range of
sectors, including building acoustics, concert
noise, construction, environmental, occupational and wind turbines.
Short and long-term hires can be booked
with or without shipping and collection.
Enfonic founder Gary Duffy said: “The
main objective of the new website is to allow
customers to quickly book hires online and
access all the support material they need
24/7.”
The site can be viewed at www.enfonic.com

RBA Acoustics more than
happy to go to the dogs

R

BA Acoustics has undertaken a detailed
assessment of noise and vibration
around the former Catford Greyhound
Stadium in London.
The site, situated in the centre of Catford,
has been undergoing a £117 million redevelopment to accommodate a total of 12
blocks including a variety of flats, duplexes,
a community centre and commercial units.

Two railway lines run parallel to the site
on either side with trains regularly passing
throughout the day and night.
RBA was called in order to ensure that the
various aspects of the development met local
authority requirements, enhanced sound
insulation criteria between dwellings and
overcame attendant noise and vibration
challenges.

Part of the dog track redevelopment

Armstrong helps to give Newcastle
College tower a new lease of life

A

wide range of Armstrong acoustic
ceiling systems has helped
transform a large college building.
The £13 million refurbishment of the
11-storey Parsons Tower at Newcastle
College features multiple material ceiling

systems in areas ranging from the main
canteen through the lecture hall to a
bespoke children’s AV space.
The work, say the architects, has given
the building a new lease of life, extending
its usable life by 30 to 40 years.

The Armstrong systems were supplied by
SIG Interiors Tyneside and installed over
eight months by Omega contractor Bill
Mordue Interiors.

New look: part of the refurbished building
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WSP Parsons Brinkerhoff clinches
£2 million M40 noise contract

W

SP Parsons Brinkerhoff has been
awarded a £2 million contract
by Highways England for noise
reducing barriers along the M40.

The contract will see it review sites
along the motorway between junction 3
(Loudwater) and junction 8 (Wheatley)
which have been identified as areas where
road noise is a
particular issue and
help decide where
Source: Highways England
barriers would be
of benefit.
Highways
England, working
in partnership with
the M40 Chiltern
Environmental
Group, (M40 CEG),
Wycombe District
Council and South
Oxfordshire District
Council, ran a
competition last year
Barriers could include solar panels to produce clean energy and help offset
to develop a range
their installation and operating costs
of cost-effective

barriers to reduce noise.
Potential designs include using solar
panels in the barriers to produce clean
energy to help offset their installation and
operating costs.
Six entries were shortlisted and WSP
Parsons Brinkerhoff will now work with the
designers of the shortlisted entries to trial
these noise barriers at the identified sites on
the M40. These designs may also be installed
on other parts of England’s strategic road
network in the future.
Highways England project manager Mark
Saunders said: “Our objective is to develop
cost effective noise barriers to improve
community quality of life through reduced
road traffic noise.”
Subject to the successful completion of
the site review and development of design
solutions for each site identified, Highways
England will aim to start preparatory work for
construction on site in winter 2016/17.

Silixa wins IOP innovation award for
acoustic sensor array

S

ilixa has received an Institute of Physics’
innovation award for its intelligent
Distributed Acoustic Sensor (iDAS), an
instrument which turns a standard optical
fibre into an acoustic sensor array.
The iDAS launches pulses of light into
the fibre and analyses the small amount
of light backscattered to determine the
change in fibre strain caused by an external
acoustic signal.
The instrument’s novel optoelectronics

architecture enables digital recording of
acoustic fields with a frequency range less
than 1mHz to over 100kHz at every location
along either a single-mode or multi-mode
optical fibre.
Measurements can be made with a spatial
resolution as fine as 1 metre. Amplitude,
frequency and phase fidelity allows for
numerous advanced applications.
Dr Tom Parker, Silixa Chief Technology
Officer, said: “Our dynamic company shows

that physics, when applied imaginatively, can
help us deal with some of the world’s greatest
industrial and social challenges, whether
that is safely optimising oil production, or
providing effective monitoring for carbon
capture and storage.
“Silixa, like all technology companies,
thrives on innovation, and we will carry
on developing new ideas, solving tricky
problems, and creating jobs and wealth.”

Innovators: Left to right: Arran Gillies, Silixa Lead Development Engineer; Daniel Finfer, Silixa Head of Applications Development; Mahmoud Farhadiroushan,
Silixa Chief Executive Officer; Tom Parker, Silixa Chief Technology Officer; and Roy Sambles, President, Institute of Physics
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Sharps Redmore opens in
three new locations

S

harps Redmore has opened new
locations in Leeds, Llandudno
and Stirling.
The Ipswich-based acoustics consultancy,
which last year celebrated its 25th anniversary,
said the moves reflected its wish to further
expand the brand and better serve clients in
these regions.
Its team has been boosted by the recent

arrival of a number of new staff: consultants
Stuart Cummings (formerly with RPS) and
Stephen Jay and graduates Emily Brown,
Rebecca Haw and Tom Deering.
The company offers a wide range of
acoustic services, from impact assessments
of national infrastructure projects to complex
building acoustic developments, including
UKAS accredited testing.

Staff outside the Ipswich headquarters

Wakefield Acoustics seals
biggest order in its history

W

akefield Acoustics has been
awarded a multi-million pound
contract, the largest in its history, to
supply 17 high specification acoustic enclosures to the Johan Sverdrup oil field located
on the Norwegian continental shelf.
The field is one of the largest oil discoveries
ever made in the region and is expected to
generate between 550-650 barrels per day at
its peak over the course of the next 50 years.
Each enclosure is fabricated from corrosion
resistant materials taking into consideration
the access requirements of the client and the

space constraints which are typical of this
type of application.
The enclosures are designed to withstand
blast loads in the event of an explosion,
and incorporate several safety features
which are typical for such “hazardous
area” applications.
The signing of the contract was followed by
the official opening by Batley and Spen MP
Jo Cox of Wakefield’s new offices and 40,000
sq ft manufacturing plant at Heckmondwike,
West Yorkshire.
Lee Nicholson, Managing Director, said:

Wakefield Acoustics Managing Director Lee
Nicholson (left) with MP Jo Cox and the Mayor of
Kirklees, Councillor Paul Kane, at the official opening

“The new premises will allow us to continue
to serve our customer base, which has seen
significant growth in recent years, as well
as continue to hire more staff from the
local area.”

Hoare Lea Acoustics scoops European
Wind Energy Association award

H

oare Lea Acoustics received a “Best
Poster” award at the European Wind
Energy Association (EWEA) conference in Paris, Europe’s premier event for the
wind energy industry.
The poster was prepared by Mark Jiggins
and Matthew Cand who are part of a team
who have been developing a new “smart”
sound level meter approach to the issue of
wind farm noise.
The stand-alone system has been
developed for long-term remote deployment
in all kinds of environmental conditions. Its
most significant aspect is its unique autonomous ability to undertake detailed analyses
of large-scale noise datasets using new algorithms (developed by Hoare Lea Acoustics)
and then to visually present the otherwise
complex results in a clear and easy to understand manner.
This online approach to data analysis
and reduction allows the live results to
be streamed and viewed directly over the
mobile phone network, a facility which
has previously not been possible for such
complex data.
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Matthew said: “In giving this award,
the judges made a point to recognise the
importance to the industry of assessing wind
farm noise, as this represents a key aspect of

their operation.”
The poster can be read at http://goo.gl/
xDRIZA and http://goo.gl/QiSY71

Matthew Cand, bottom left, with Giles Dickson, EWEA CEO (back row second from left) and other award winners
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Copenhagen plays host to Ramboll’s
international seminar

F

ifty Ramboll acoustical engineers (17
of whom are IOA members) from
Denmark, Dubai, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, the UK and the USA attended
the fourth biennial international Ramboll
acoustics seminar in Copenhagen.
Knowledge sharing between countries was
at the heart of the seminar, and following the
event this is being implemented through the
acoustics network system via the Ramboll
intranet, where colleagues can post questions
and share information.
Representatives from all countries gave
presentations on their specialist skills and
recent projects, and talks were given by Rikke
Bjerregaard Orry on liveable cities, and Jacob
Frølee Jonsson and Nicolai Zwinge on the
architectural design process.
Other highpoints of the three-day event
included a tour of Denmark’s Radio Concert
Hall, the architect’s conceptual design of
which was to emulate a meteor, tours of TV
studios, including the black studio designed
to imitate the inside of a piano, and a walking
tour of the Quiet Zones in the city centre.
Delegates took part in workshop sessions
where they were encouraged to brainstorm
and collaborate.

On a high: delegates at the international seminar

Project: Winchester College Music Building. Acoustic Consultants: Cole Jarman.

Installed products, clockwise from top left: RPG Absorbor Discs 1600mm diameter • Bespoke
curved canopies • FlutterFree T acoustic timber to foyer ceiling • RPG Harmonix diffusers (on left
wall) & RPG Absorbor (ceiling) • RPG Absorbor suspended ceiling panels
Call Acoustic GRG on 01303 230944, or visit www.rpgeurope.com

®

The Sound of Innovation

RPG Europe is a trading name of Acoustic GRG Products Ltd.
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Finite Element and Boundary Methods in
Structural Acoustics and Vibration
By Noureddine Atalla and Franck Sgard
Review by Dr Jonathan Hargreaves of the University of Salford

T

he Finite Element Method (FEM) and
Boundary Element Method (BEM)
are well understood and widely used
numerical algorithms for modelling problems
in many fields of physics, of which structural
acoustics and vibration are likely to be of most
interest to readers of Acoustics Bulletin. Aside
from the dominance of geometric modelling
approaches at high frequencies, and the
present research interest in Finite-DifferenceTime-Domain, within industry FEM and
BEM are the de facto approaches for acoustic
modelling at lower frequencies. The various
mature commercial implementations of FEM
and BEM are popular for good reason – why
duplicate effort by creating your own code
when a well-tested version already exists?
However, despite their slick GUIs and efforts
to automate many aspects of the modelling
process, they still demand a depth of understanding from the user if pitfalls are to be
avoided and the models created be a reliable
representation of reality. Hence there is still a
real need for instructional books like this one
on the topic.
One might be tempted to think of FEM and
BEM and competing numerical approaches,
however that is to miss that they are really
rather complementary in their strengths;
indeed some of the most powerful multiphysics modelling packages offer this combination. FEM models the physics throughout
the domain of interest, so is therefore most
suited to modelling structures and acoustic
cavities of finite extent but readily includes
inhomogeneity in material properties. BEM
in contrast models only the boundaries
between differing materials, so is more readily
applied to domains with homogeneous and
isotropic properties (e.g. the stationary, near
isothermal, air in a room). Importantly this
means it can also model unbounded domains,
so simulations of far-field radiation patterns or
anechoic measurements are readily achieved;
particular examples within acoustics are
insertion loss from traffic noise barriers and
scattering from acoustic diffusers. Moreover
it is entirely possible to couple FEM and BEM
so that a complicated structure radiating into
an unbounded domain may be simulated; the
most obvious example of this would be a loudspeaker cone, where we want to capture both
the subtleties of the material and the acoustic
loading, and then compute radiation patterns
at some distance. The formulations of FEM
and BEM lend themselves to this; hence there
is good reason for studying both together. It is
one of the particular strengths of this book that
it covers this coupling process in detail.
There are a great many other books
available on FEM and some, albeit fewer, on
BEM. In my experience they generally fall into
three categories: those driven by the mathematical theory (functional and numerical
analysis); those focused on the engineering
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mathematics and implementation; and those
more driven by application. Examples from
the former category might include Boundary
Element Methods by Sauter and Schwab or The
Finite Element Analysis of Shells by Chapelle
and Bathe (both 2011); these generally give
very powerful insight into the behaviour
and limitations of the methods, but are not
typically very accessible to most engineers. At
the other end of the spectrum there are books
which are application focussed and include
numerical modelling as a tool to understand
this; examples of those would include the
aforementioned 2nd edition of Propagation of
Sound in Porous Media by Allard and Atalla
(2009), Acoustic Absorbers and Diffusers by
Cox and D’Antonio (2009) and Computational
Simulation in Architectural and Environmental
Acoustics’ by Sakuma, Sakamoto and Otsuru
(2014); the latter is also a book that covers the
formulation of FEM and BEM, but does so in
only 63 pages after which 177 pages is devoted
to applications. The book reviewed here is
firmly placed in the middle category, being a
detailed exposé of the implementation and
numerical concerns. It is therefore an ideal
companion for anyone wanting to develop
codes from scratch or to become an expert in
the finer details of using existing software.
From an acoustician’s perspective the
main selling point of this book is probably
what it chooses to include and what it does
not. Both FEM and BEM can be applied to
simulate a wide variety of physics, and this
book sensibly limits itself to a subset of all
possible applications – it gives itself a clearly
focussed remit covering linear acoustics, linear
elastodynamics, linear poroelasticity and their
coupling. In particular, Atalla is co-author
of the 2009 2nd edition of Allard’s seminal
Propagation of Sound in Porous Media, so is
well placed to give an exposition of modelling
of porous materials. The book is logically
structured and easy to navigate, beginning
by stating the mathematical definitions of
the problems studied. FEM studied first,
initially by covered the classical methods for
obtaining the various integral formulations,
then the numerical method first in 1D then
3D. Focus then shifts to BEM, where it is
encouraging to see the variational (Galerkin)
form of BEM considered and also mention
of Multi-frequency BEM in section 7.11. The
book concludes with FEM / BEM coupling in
chapter 8.
The presentation style is primarily that of
a reference book, rather than being a ‘page
turner’ with a strong written narrative as
you see in some self-tutoring guides. If it
hadn’t stated in the preface that it had been
developed from a graduate-level class then
it probably could have been guessed, since it
has contains the characteristic high density of
information, and the publishers’ description
rightly says that the book is aimed at final-year
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undergraduate and graduate students. As with
many texts in this area, a reader will get the
most benefit from this book if already comfortable with vectors and tensors, and partial
differential and integral equations. The writing
style is very direct, getting straight down
to business with the underlying equations,
which are left to largely speak for themselves
without extensive further description. Instead
key points are illustrated through the many
detailed examples.
One feature which is particularly valuable
is the comprehensive appendices which cover
key identities and proofs and thereby make
the book a genuine stand-alone resource.
The BEM section includes some rarely seen
and very valuable derivations, such as the
weak-form of the hypersingular operator
(appendix 7G) and quadrature implementation for a singular 4D Galerkin double surface
integral (appendix 7F). The FEM specific
details shape function formulae and gaussrules for numerical integration. Some code
fragments are included, being mixture of
Fortran and Matlab. It is a shame, however,
that these do not appear to be available electronically anywhere; some cover many pages
so replicating them would be error prone.
In conclusion, this is an extremely
comprehensive book covering the numerical
implementation of FEM and BEM, for linear
acoustic, elastic and poroelastic problems.
If you already have a rudimentary understanding of this area which you’re interested
in extending, then this is probably the book
for you.

People

News

Obituary
Mark Lawson (1972 – 2015): Respected, valued
and exceptionally capable acoustician

D

r Mark Lawson, who passed away
in July 2015 shortly after his 43rd
birthday, was a respected, valued
and exceptionally capable acoustician. He
obtained a BSc (Hons) in Environmental
Management in 1994 at Manchester
Metropolitan University and then moved
to Derby University and completed an
MSc in Environmental Pollution Control
(Distinction) in 1997. He obtained his PhD
from the University of Reading in the Acoustic
aspects of visually impaired people’s space: the
spatial acuity of 3D sound within semi-reverberant virtual environments in 2007.
He started work in acoustics at British
Gypsum-Isover in 1998 developing, testing
and marketing BG-I products. He taught
foundation engineering students at Reading
University between 2000 and 2003 and
then, he worked at Capita Symonds on large
projects such as the Wembley Arena, Kro Bar
chains, Citi Group and implementing BB93
for 26 schools in Scotland.
He was the Principal Acoustic Engineer at
RWE Innogy UK from 2005 and oversaw the

development, construction and operation of
numerous onshore and offshore wind farms
and hydro projects. He worked on offshore
projects such as Rhyl Flats (90 MW) and
Gywnt-y-mor (576 MW), and many onshore
wind farms such as Middlemoor (54 MW),
Bradwell (20.5 MW), Hellrigg (9.2 MW) and
Cotton Farm (16.4 MW).
His role included monitoring operational
wind farms and as part of this he closely
worked with Huw Thomas (Anglesey’s EHO)
for nearly a decade, with the regular compliance monitoring for Trsgwyln and Llyn Alaw
wind farms. Huw said: “I always looked
forward to his visits and he will be sorely
missed in this little corner of Wales.”
He served on the IOA’s Publications
Committee from 2013 and provided the work
on the Supplementary Guidance Note 6 as
part of the IOA’s Good Practice Guide on
Wind Turbine Noise.
He was extremely knowledgeable in many
areas and enjoyed forays outside the realm
of acoustics. He will be remembered for his
sense of humour and intelligence along with

Mark Lawson (1972 – 2015)

his famous anecdotes. His influence on the
technical aspects of wind farms and acoustics
will be a lasting memorial to him. He is
sadly missed.

XL2-TA
The Complete Measurement Toolbox
for Building Acoustics
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Get it right first time
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Task based analysis software for measurement data
to client report with minimum effort.
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Obituary
Andy Turnbull (1962 – 2015): Supportive colleague
who brought a sense of fun to the workplace

I

t is with great sadness that his former
colleagues and friends have learnt of the
recent death of Andy Turnbull. Andy was
born in Ipswich and grew up in Southampton
before bringing his developing scientific and
music knowledge together, studying physics
with modern acoustics at the University of
Surrey, from where he graduated in 1985.
During his degree course he spent a year at
Windscale Nuclear Laboratories in Cumbria
in 1984, where he met his wife Kate.
After graduating, Andy worked for Lucas
Aerospace in Birmingham for a year before
moving to Stockport, firstly with AVT and
then Vibronoise undertaking acoustic consultancy. He spent around three years there
until he joined the University of Salford’s
business services working on acoustic
consultancy projects before moving in 1997
to the Department of Applied Acoustics to
run the acoustic test laboratory. Andy was
a wonderful person who understood the
meaning of the word “fun”. To the lab staff

he was a very supportive boss. Everyone was
welcomed and encouraged to feel a part of
the team. Staff remember all his funny stories
about the university, its people and the many
situations Andy escaped from. Andy was a
dedicated worker, and never sought praise or
attention. He was just content to do the best
job he could and he always succeeded. When
situations arose Andy would quickly lighten
them by quoting a comic line from a film, TV
or book. He was always focused on the good
of the team and the department and his work
there will not soon be forgotten.
During this time Andy became a valuable
member of the IOA North West Branch
committee and for a number of years, using
his experience of working in both consultancy
and a test laboratory, helped to draw up the
annual programme; his input always coupled
with a huge range of humorous anecdotes.
In 2001 he joined Acoustic & Engineering
Consultants (AEC) in Marple where his experience in laboratory testing was invaluable

Rob Harris takes the stage
at Theatre Projects

T

heatre Projects (TP) has appointed
leading theatre consultant and international auditorium acoustic designer
Rob Harris as a consultant.
The company says the move marks “a
significant strengthening” of its acoustic
and theatre design team, as it embarks
on a number of high profile design
projects worldwide.

Rob Harris’s 35-year career has seen him
achieve many prestigious design credits
for performing arts buildings including:
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester; City Recital
Hall, Sydney; Kilden konsertsal, Kristiansand;
Bord Gâis Energy Theatre, Dublin and Kings
Place, London.
He is also renowned for his acoustic
design for some of the world’s most iconic

at the time of a surge in pre-completion
testing. Andy undertook consultancy on a
wide range of projects particularly relating
to educational and residential buildings and
was pleased when his planning input for
FC United of Manchester finally helped to
provide a new stadium in Moston. He always
brought his sense of humour to the office
and provided his colleagues with an entertaining environment.
Unfortunately, due to health reasons, Andy
left AEC in 2013 but after a year off he worked
for Stroma, based in Castleford, and then
undertook a short-term contract in Scotland
for Powelectrics, enjoying some time in the
great outdoors.
Andy had a great passion for music and
spent many hours at home playing on
keyboards and at his church playing drums.
As his wife, Kate, said: “Noise was Andy’s
world, either creating it with his drum kit and
listening to very loud music, or solving other
people’s noise problems, and the world is
definitely a quieter place without him.” His
sense of humour will be missed by all those
who knew him, together with his helpfulness
and support.

opera houses. These include collaborations
with TP on both Glyndebourne and Oslo
Opera Houses. In addition, he has led on
the Copenhagen Opera House, the Wales
Millennium Centre, Cardiff and the refurbishment of the Royal Opera House, London.
More recently he has worked as part of
a design team alongside Theatre Projects,
on the strategic refurbishment study for the
Royal Opera House in Stockholm.
His focus at TP will be to build upon the
recent launch of an acoustics team at its Paris
studio and to further develop the company’s
holistic approach to design.

Rob Harris (centre) with Mark Stroomer (left), head of Theatre Projects in London, and Seb Jouan, head of acoustics at Theatre Projects
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New recruits bolster SRL’s
Midlands office

S

RL’s Midlands office has doubled in
size with the addition of Laurence
Wilmshurst and Samuel Jones.
Following a six-month induction training
programme at the head office in Sudbury,
they have joined David Harbon and Dr Ray
Browne (Office Manager) in Birmingham

where the office is based in the heart of the
Colmore Row business district.
Sam’s background is in music technology
and he will head up the monitoring and
UKAS testing services. Laurence’s PhD in The
analysis and control of nonlinear vibration in
inertial actuators’ provides the office with a

Laurence Wilmshurst
AV Calib Ad - Feb 2014 FINAL.pdf

specialism in vibration control.
Ray Browne said he was delighted to have
doubled the size of the office since its opening
in September 2014. The plan now was to
double it again by the end of 2016.

Samuel Jones
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AcSoft Group promotes
Paul Rubens to
General Manager

P

aul Rubens, Sales and Marketing
Manager at AC Soft, has been promoted
to the newly created position of
General Manager.
He will continue to oversee the sales and
marketing function, while taking a more
“hands-on” role in the day-to-day management of AcSoft Group, which comprises
Svantek, GRAS Sound & Vibration UK and
AcSoft Ltd. His primary task will be to further
strengthen the company’s presence and

growth prospects in the UK occupational
health, environmental, aerospace and automotive industries in particular.
Prior to joining AcSoft, he spent 10 years
as Managing Director of a global monitoring
instrumentation company.
John Shelton, Managing Director of AcSoft
Group, said: “This new role will be key to the
continued success of the group and I have
every confidence Paul is the right person for
the job.”

Paul Rubens

Obituary
Leif Bjørnø (1937–2015): World renowned contributor to numerous
branches of acoustics
By Bryan Woodward, Emeritus Professor of Underwater Acoustics, Loughborough University

L

eif Bjørnø, a Fellow of the Institute of
Acoustics, passed away, aged 78, on
24 October 2015 after a short illness.
Born on 30 March 30 1937 in Svendborg,
Denmark, he gained an MSc in mechanical
engineering from the Technical University
of Denmark (TUD) in 1964, following his
national service as a First Lieutenant in
the Royal Danish Navy and as a research
associate at the Danish Defence Research
Establishment. For the next three years he
was a research assistant in the Department
of Fluid Mechanics at TUD, gaining a PhD
in 1967.
During his first naval assignment in 1962
Leif served on a submarine whose mission
was to track a convoy of Soviet “cargo”
ships; the crew had strict orders to follow if
the ships reached Cuban waters, although
we now know that the Cuban Missile Crisis
was defused by President Kennedy. In
another assignment, when assisting with
torpedo-testing in Danish waters, he had
to physically wrestle floating test torpedoes
from East German sailors trying to get
to them first! Years later, his expertise
led to an invitation to chair the advisory
committee of the NATO research centre,
SACLANT, at La Spezia, Italy, where he was
an internationally recognized expert on
underwater explosions and sound propagation in a programme on anti-submarine
warfare and mine detection.
Leif’s academic appointments at TUD
were as assistant professor (1967-1969),
associate professor (1970-1978), then
Professor of Industrial Acoustics and Head
of the Department of Industrial Acoustics
(1978-2000). During a period of study leave
he was a visiting professor at Imperial
College London (1969-1970). Later in
his career, he took on several industrial
directorships, serving as chairman of
UltraTech Holding, Reson AS, Syd-Tek, and
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Brunata AS.
Leif contributed to numerous branches
of acoustics for more than 50 years, many
with industrial applications. His research
topics included, among many others,
non-linear acoustics, signal processing,
underwater acoustics, wave propagation
and scattering, machinery noise, ultrasonics, and his favourite fluid mechanics,
which often prompted him to end presentations on a humorous note by raising his
arm with an imaginary glass as an invitation to imbibe.
Much of Leif’s work in the last 20 years
was carried out in collaboration with
multi-national partners in prestigious
European Commission “framework”
programmes, notably MAST 1 and MAST
2. This work included the development of
a parametric sonar to search for buried
pipelines, archaeological remains, lost
cargo and mines, and to identify and
classify sub-sea sediments for oil and gas
exploration. The associated sea trials took
place in Loch Duich, the Mediterranean,
the Bay of Biscay, and the Øresund between
Denmark and Sweden.
Leif’s highest honour was to be named
a Knight of the Order of Dannebrog by
the Queen of Denmark in 1991. His other
national award was the Hartmann Prize
in 1999 for contributing to a “continuously positive development of Danish
society”. His highest scientific honours
were the Gold Medal of Société Française
d’Acoustique in 1995, and the Rayleigh
Medal in 1997. He was also a Life Fellow of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Fellow of the Acoustical Society
of America, Fellow of the South African
Acoustical Institute, Honorary Member
of the Spanish, Polish and Japanese
Acoustical Societies, Member of the
Danish Academies of Natural Sciences and
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Technical Sciences, honorary professor at
Harbin Engineering University, China, and
recipient of an honorary doctorate at the
University of Crete.
Leif’s prolific authorship of over 400
papers in journals, conference proceedings, and magazines, as well as eight
edited books, is testament to his enormous
contribution to acoustics. He was also
editor of Ultrasonics from 1973 to 1994. In
many publications he adopted his mother’s
maiden name, calling himself Leif Bjørnø
Jensen. He published many papers with
his wife, Irina Bjørnø, to whom we extend
sincere condolences. His full CV can be
found at https://dk.linkedin.com/in/leifbjørnø-252b233
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AcSoft now offers Crystal
Instruments’ range

A

cSoft is now offering Crystal
Instruments’ range of signal analysers,
vibration test controllers and machine
monitoring devices and software for the UK
automotive, aerospace, military and electronics industries.
The California-based manufacturer’s
range includes the latest Spider series of
dynamic signal analysers. The Spider-20,
which measures 125mm x 100mm and 510

grams, is the most compact instrument in the
product line.
The four input channel Spider-20, with one
output and one tachometer channel, offers
built-in wireless connectivity, six hours of
battery power, and iPad compatibility with
Crystal’s EDM app for iOS, which is included
in each sale.
The full dynamic signal analysis function
of EDM, the PC Windows version, is available

for purchase. The hand-held Spider-20
is self-contained so it can function independently of a PC, and the battery is interchangeable to accommodate limitless hours
of field work.
Like other instruments in the Spider series,
the Spider-20 has applications for fields
of machinery diagnosis, acoustic studies,
vehicle dynamics, remote monitoring,
dynamic signal analysis and many more.
The Spider-20 can continuously record time
waveforms on all four input channels and
record this data to its internal 4 GB
flash memory.

The Spider-20 in action
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News

App aims to speed up
transducer set-up

B

rüel & Kjær’s news Transducer Smart
Setup app aims to speed up the setting
up of transducers for sound and
vibration measurement.
The app scans the transducer using the
smartphone’s camera, which it uses to
recognize the accelerometer, its location
and its orientation (Component ID, Node
ID and DOF Direction). It then automatically synchronizes this information with the
measurement software, so it doesn’t matter
which transducer is plugged into which input
connector. With a modal test involving 100
accelerometers, this can save hours.
The Transducer SmartSetup app works best
on accelerometers and microphones with
data matrix codes (also known as QR-codes).
A patented algorithm automatically detects

the orientation of
an accelerometer
from the code. For
accelerometers and
microphones without
a data matrix code,
the Transducer Smart
Setup app semi-automates inputs such as alignment and
location, saving time and reducing
inputs in comparison to traditional
setup procedures - and removing the
need to trace cables.
Brüel & Kjær accelerometers and
microphones will be equipped with data
matrix codes as standard. The data matrix
code also provides immediate access to
detailed information for the transducers,

such as technical specifications and calibration data, when scanned by any 2D
barcode reader.
More information is available at
www.bksv.com/smartXDsetup

Brüel & Kjær launches new triaxial
accelerometer range

B

rüel & Kjær has created a new range
of triaxial accelerometers for vibration
measurements in harsh industrial environments, the Type 4529.
Designed as a replacement for the Type
4506 model, the Type 4529 has wider
frequency range. They are nine times less
sensitive to temperature fluctuations and 20
times less sensitive to base bending.
Another major difference is that the Type
4529-B has a single-axis power supply, which
allows much more flexibility. Now, accelerometer users can chose to measure with just
one or two of the axes connected.
Being able to make single-axial and bi-axial

measurements removes the need to connect
all three channels, freeing up the data acquisition system for more accelerometers.
If only one or two axes are of interest, the
ability to disconnect other axes also reduces
unnecessary test complexity.
Having the flexibility to do this with the
same accelerometer reduces the amount
of accelerometers that testers need in
their inventory.
More information can be found at
www.bksv.com

Acoustic camera aims to simplify noise
location in aircraft

B

rüel & Kjær’s new PULSE Reflex
acoustic camera aims to simplify
locating noises in aircraft cabins,
cockpits and other areas.
The tool, which has been designed to be up
and running in 20 seconds, gives an instant
sound map of the object that it is focused on.
Mounted on the hand-held microphone
array is a tablet that displays the sound map,
laid over a real-time video of the target.
Colour-coded noise contours show the
strength of the sound, from which the user
can easily determine the sound’s source –
from the brightest contours. Good maps allow
reliable ranking of noise sources in order
of importance.
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As the acoustic camera displays and
analyses noise in real-time, it can also map
moving objects, and users can walk and move
around with it. Once they identify an area of
interest, they can take a screenshot or video
using the built-in optical camera, which helps
to easily explain and refer to the measurements later on.
Recorded data can be exported for post
processing, where transient sounds can be
replayed and adjusted for frequency, to help
analyse them in detail.
More information can be found at
www.bksv.com/acousticcamera
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News

New low-frequency microphone
from PCB Piezotronics
The 378A07 is designed for
measuring wind turbine noise

Soundsorba Job Ad AcBul-41-01 186x127.pdf

1

26/11/2015

P

CB Piezotronics has launched a new
½in (12mm) microphone and preamplifier system, model 378A07, designed
for use in low frequency testing and, it says,
ideal for studies ranging from wind turbines
to natural events like tornadoes.
This free-field prepolarised microphone
has a frequency range of 0.13Hz to 20kHz
(±2dB) which meets the IEC 61094-4 standard
for test and measurement microphones.
PCB carries a full complement of prepolarised and externally polarised condenser
microphones and preamplifiers. Prepolarised
microphones use standard coaxial cables and
are ICP compliant, allowing power supplies to
be shared with other ICP compliant products
such as accelerometers.
This interchangeability can result, PCB
states, in significant per-channel cost savings
as well as reducing test set-up time. The
378A07 microphone is supplied with an A2LA
and ILAC accredited initial calibration.
For more information ring 01462 429710,
email ukinfo@pcb.comor or visit
www.pcbpiezotronics.co.uk

10:16

Acoustic Field Sales Engineers required
We are looking to recruit two external Acoustic Field Sales Engineers for our growing company involved in the sale of
acoustic products. The applicants should have a Diploma in Acoustics and experience in solving acoustic problems in
buildings. You will be dealing with architects, designers, acoustic consultants, contractors and end users, etc.
One position is for a person in the Manchester area to cover the North.
The second position is for a person in the Birmingham area to cover the middle of the country.
The position involves in gaining specifications, selling and dealing with distributors and contractors, dealing with
technical queries , key accounts and building up sales in their area.
Candidates must be I.T literate, have good selling skills and must be able to work on their own initiative.
Good salary + car + bonus is offered to the right candidate.

Please send your C.V in the first instance to Munir Hussain at: munir@soundsorba.com
Soundsorba Ltd, 27–29 Desborough Street, High Wycombe. Bucks HP11 2LZ
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DATE
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11.30
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10.3
1.3
10.3
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MEETING
Membership
Publications
Medals & Awards
Executive
Diploma Tutors and Examiners
Education
Diploma Examiners (London)
Council
Research Co-ordination
Meetings
CCWPNA Examiners
CCWPNA Committee
Membership
CCHAV Examiners
CCHAV Committee
Publications
Executive
ASBA Examiners(Edinburgh)
ASBA Committee (Edinburgh)
Council
Distance Learning Tutors WG
Education
CCENM Examiners
CCENM Committee
CCBAM
Meetings
Diploma Moderators Meeting
Membership
Executive
Council
Engineering Division
Research Co-ordination
Meetings
Publications
Membership
Diploma Tutors and Examiners
Education
CCENM Examiners
CCENM Committee
CCBAM Examiners
CCWPNA Examiners
CCWPNA Committee
ASBA Examiners (Edinburgh)
ASBA Committee (Edinburgh)
Executive
Council

Refreshments will be served after or before all meetings. In order to facilitate
the catering arrangements it would be appreciated if those members unable
to attend meetings would send apologies at least 24 hours before the meeting.
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Gracey & Associates

Sound and Vibration Instrument Hire
Since 1972 Gracey & Associates have been serving our customers from our offices in Chelveston.
After 41 years we have finally outgrown our original offices and are pleased to announce we have now
completed our move to new premises.
Our new contact details are:

Gracey & Associates
Barn Court
Shelton Road
Upper Dean
PE28 0NQ

tel:
fax:

01234 708 835
01234 252 332

e-mail: hire@gracey.com
web: www.gracey.com

One thing that hasnʼt changed is our ability to hire and calibrate an extensive range of sound and
vibration meters and accessories, with our usual fast and efficient service.

www.gracey.com

Your Building Acoustics Solution
Available for Sale and Hire
- Powerful High Quality Noise Generation
- UKAS Calibration and full local support
- Lightest kit on the market
- 3 year warranty
- Tailored solution to suit your needs
- ISO 140/717 and ISO 16283 supported

01371 871 030
hotline@campbell-associates.co.uk

ad-hire-17.doc – 2013/0415

SALES - HIRE - CALIBRATION
M

E A S U R E M E N T

S

UKAS accredited calibration facility, see UKAS website for scope
of UKAS accredited calibrations offered:- www.goo.gl/9kVpY3

Y S T E M S

7623

WEB-BASED NOISE,
VIBRATION AND
DUST MONITORING
• Independently Type Tested to IEC
61672 Class 1
• Up to 5 Simultaneously Applied
Noise Limits during any
measurement period
• Site proven and certified monitors

• Maximum update rate 1 minute

• Strategic and Practical Control of Noise, Vibration and Dust
using your Computer, Phone or Tablet;

• LAeq, LAmax, and up to five
percentiles

• Real-Time Levels and Alerts

• Current and Historic data downloadable as csv files which import
directly into Excel

• Calculates Effective Remaining
Limit (ERL) for Leq Limits and
generates Amber Alert when this
indicates the limit is likely to be
exceeded at the end of the period

• Range of Permanent and Semi Permanent Enclosures Available

• Live Audio Streaming

• Data on a secure Raid 10 Server in a UK Data Centre

• Audio Snapshots Recorded when
limits exceeded

• Current and Historic Levels Available on the Website

All at a realistic price and backed by industry-leading
Customer Support

• Based on the Profound Vibra + DIN 45669
Vibration Meter

• DIN 4150: 3 Building Damage Limits

• Multiple limits and alarms can be applied
simultaneously

• Multiple User-Specifiable Frequency-Dependent
Limits

• BS 5228: Part 2 “Perception” and “Complaints” Limits

• User definable Amber and Red Alert Levels

• BS 7385: 2 Frequency – Dependent PPV Limits and
Displacement Limit < 4 Hz Limits

• PPV, dominant frequency, and Displacement < 4 Hz
shown on the website

• Up to 3 user-selectable broad-band PPV limits

• Maximum update rate 5 minutes with down to 1
second resolution data

• Based on the WS600 manufactured in
Germany by Lufft
• Precipitation Amount and Type measured by
Doppler Radar
• Based on the MCERTS+ Compliant Met One
ES-642
• Up to 5 Simultaneously Applied Concentration
Limits during any measurement period for each
particle size
• User definable Amber and Red Alert Levels
• MCERTS+ PM10 as Standard

• Windspeed and direction measured using
ultrasonic sensors
• Automatic self-orientation using
in-built
electronic compass
• Temperature

• TSP and MCERTS+ PM2.5 (Options)

• Pressure

• Smart heater on inlet (rather than continuously
heated) – minimises burning off of volatile
particulates (no requirement for x 1.3 multiplier)

• User selectable alerts for windspeed,
direction and precipitation

www.noise-and-vibration.co.uk | info@noise-and-vibration.co.uk | tel: 01908 642846

Sound and Vibration

